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ICCAS 2020 Human Factors Approaches and M …
Human Factors Approaches and Models in LOC-I
Accident Analysis and Prevention: Flight Crew
Resource Management Techniques as a Risk
Mitigation Tool
Content
Background: Increasing cockpit automation and improved flight envelope protection on modern
jet aircraft aim to reduce the risk of undesired flight states such as Loss of Control in Flight (LOC-I).
However, evidence collected in recent Safety Reports by the International Air Transport Associa-
tion (IATA) and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) show that those measures pose
new risks in cognitive task management of pilots. Based on our analysis of LOC-I accident re-
ports issued by the respective national Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (AAIB), we found
that while cockpit automation aims to increase efficiency, precision and reliability of operation,
and reduce workload and fatigue of flight crews, its main inherent disadvantage of manual flying
skill decay through non-practice poses new risks when faced with a complex Undesired Aircraft
State (UAS). Although LOC-I accidents are infrequent, they are the highest in proportion to fatal
accidents compared to other accident categories of significant concern. Therefore, efforts to anal-
yse those rare correlations at the limit of expertise of skilled flight crew members must continue.
In times of sophisticated automation, complex Human-Machine interaction has to be examined,
and Threat and Error Management (TEM) methods have to be applied.
Aim: Results obtained from this paper aim to analyse if Crew Resource Management techniques
(CRM) and TEM methods are sufficiently considered, trained and adopted in the airline industry.
Furthermore, they aim to form vital evidence for future commercial airline pilot training at all
levels and for a formulation of adequate Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) as part of the op-
erators’ Evidence-Based Training (EBT), both ideally enabling pilots to deliberately control their
aircraft in all conceivable situations and across various levels of automation.
Approach: In order to provide a holistic and practical-orientated analysis of the deep cognitive
structure in flight path management, we used the Generic Error Modelling System (GEMS), an
extension of the Skill-, Rule- and Knowledge-based (SRK) error approach defined by Rasmussen et
al. in 1982, to visualise the latent conditions and cognitive task demand during LOC-I in routine
flight operations.
Results: The increasing amount of automation in modern flight decks have simplified flight path
monitoring during most flight phases, but too much reliance on the automation may have adverse
effects on situational awareness of flight crews.
Conclusion: Leadership and teamwork, which is an essential part of CRM training for flight crews,
can mitigate the LOC-I risk and human factor problems described in this paper. In the other hand,
the high level of automation and a lack of its state awareness has created new LOC-I risks. Further
research in the interaction between pilots and a highly automated and reliable cockpit system is
required to understand the deep structure of flight path monitoring and to improve future EBT
initiatives at commercial air transport operators to maintain the high level of safety we have today
in aviation industry.
ICCAS 2020 Realtime Assessment of Team Wo …
Realtime Assessment of TeamWorkload andCollaboration during C2 mission flight
Content
In the context of human machine teaming for mission effectiveness we report on some prelim-
inary empirical findings, in which we measure and assess mental workload, physical workload,
and stress on individual and team levels while fly-ing a mission scenario in a spaceship simulator.
The simulator is operated by 4 entities; two human operators (tactical, operational), one AI (en-
gineer) and a commanding officer. We implemented a Command and Control C2 scenario such
that the spaceship encounters several mission phases and operations like search and rescue, repair,
combat, transport, et cetera. These mission phases vary in complexity and difficulty and differen-
tiate for and between the various operators. Phase duration is approximately five minutes. The
total duration to complete the mission is around 45 minutes. The task of the tactical operator
is navigating and fighting while the operations operator takes the responsibility of tracking and
identifying targets. A simple AI represents the role of the on-board engineer and manages power
consumption and damage control. The commanding (human) of-ficer is given a display presenting
the observed versus expected human machine states which he can consider for realizing mission
efficiency and performance. The data acquisition system is measuring the two operators (tactical
and opera-tional) simultaneously (hyperscanning): both wearing an EEG device (Muse), GSR and
heartrate device (Shimmer) and we track their mouse input while inter-acting with the simulation.
The assessment modules take EEG for classifying mental workload, GSR and heartrate (Shimmer)
for capturing the level of stress, and mouse movements elucidating physical workload. What is
displayed are the observed versus expected physical and mental workload, stress and collaboration
levels within and across the various mission phases for the different operators. The assessment ap-
plication normalizes the workload and stress measurements based on the operator personal profile
for which we used the NASA TLX score-card. Implications for human machine teaming, mutual
human-machine under-standing, autonomy trade-off between human and machines, task automa-
tion are discussed.
Dr DE HEER, Johan (Thales Research & Technology); Mr DE GROOT, Thomas
(Thales Research & Technology); Mr HRYNKIEWICZ, Rafal (Thales Research & Technology);
Mr OORTWIJN, Tije (Thales Research & Technology)
ICCAS 2020 Assistance to transport aviation pi …
Assistance to transport aviation pilots faced with
unforeseen circumstances
Content
Artificial intelligence, and its companion deep learning, are extensions of expert systems. These
concepts translate into software programmes driving systems that are the basic tools for functions
available to humans. It is essential to link these concepts to the concrete applications where their
input becomes necessary.
For many years now, the Air and Space Academy has reflected on the movement towards auton-
omy in transport aviation. A topic of major importance in aeronautics has emerged from these
reflections: the unforeseen – or rather the unexpected – in flight is one of the most serious dangers
in aviation. Carrying on from previous studies and actions (a conference in 2011, two Dossiers pub-
lished in 2013 and 2018), a new study has been launched to define ways to assist pilots in resolving
these dangerous situations.
In accordance with the principle by which automated systems should be left to perform what they
perform better than humans, and humans to perform what they perform better than automated
systems, this paper sets out the concrete goals to be met, regardless of the degree of autonomy
sought, for single pilot operations (SPO) in particular.
The basis for reflections is a synthesis of scientific analyses of accidents and air incidents that were
conducted according to a logical method. The resulting findings lead to 40 concrete recommenda-
tions, notably:
- The origin of mental deficiencies leading to accidents involving causes ascribed to human error
is known:
• the surprise element, which leads to stress and attention focus;
• a combination of certain mental characteristics: the chronological sequencing of conscious men-
tal actions with saturation of short-term memory; a dangerous level of attention focus with dimin-
ished cone of vision, and audiovisual mental saturation, to mention only the main ones.
Hence the need to account scientifically for human operational behaviour, which for the moment
is grouped indiscriminately within the heterogeneous set of human factors. In order to do so, in
Human Systems Integration, we must quantify the mental limitations of humans in an unexpected
situation with potentially dangerous evolution, just as we measure the physical limitations of sys-
tems.
- Mental limitations must be included in the factors determining the cockpit interface, along with
ergonomic parameters. This implies redesigning the flight parameter display.
The SPO requires specific attention. They must be assisted under certain circumstances:
- total or temporary incapacity;
- high workload situations;
- rapidly changing, dangerous situations;
- monitoring;
- loss of alertness, somnolence;
- dangerous personal action or terrorist act.
The possibilities of human assistance are limited:
- onboard assistance by a non-pilot is impossible in cases involving rapid, dangerous evolution;
- assistance by ground personnel remains problematic and conditional, and cannot respond to cases
of rapid, dangerous evolution;
- situations of incapacity and dangerous personal or terrorist acts require autonomous safeguard
measures.
ICCAS 2020 The Application of Machine Learn …
The Application of Machine Learning in Student
Pilots Evaluation Under a Simulated Environment
Content
Machine learning has been widely applied to many traditional fields. The aviation field is not a
stranger to automation, but the increasing number of automation systems in the cockpit makes
pilots experience difficulty in keeping themselves within the decision loop. One possible solution
to this situation is creating an A.I. assisting system instead of replacing humans with machines.
The first step of creating this assistant system in the cockpit is to make the computer understand
the pilots’ performance. This paper is intended to demonstrate the application of machine learn-
ing classifier algorithms in student pilot evaluation. In this paper, the researcher first created a
pilot performance matrix. The Principle Component Analysis indicated that the constructed per-
formance matrix could explain 80% of the variations of the performance. This study then compared
different machine learning algorithms to classify student pilots’ performance. Machine learning
algorithms that had been tested include Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine(SVM), Near-
est Neighbors, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and Random Forest. The Random Forest has the
best result in predicting the student cockpit performance.
Mr WU, Xiaoyu (Bowling Green State University)
ICCAS 2020 Designing for Flexibility: A Huma …
Designing for Flexibility: A Human Systems
Integration Approach – From rigid automation to
flexible autonomy in aerospace operations
Content
For a long time, automation and, more recently, human-centered design (HCD), were developed to
enhance safety, efficiency and comfort of civil and military aircraft. However, if automation led to
considerably effective results in a large number of situations, experience shows that automation
can become a very rigid tool in unexpected situations. Indeed, automation consists in compiling
operational knowledge on specific domains (e.g., handling qualities and flight management) and
providing aircrew with either procedures (automation of people) or implemented algorithms (au-
tomation of machines). Procedure following and automation use have been studied for the last
three decades. Both types of automation lead to rigidity, and even danger, when the current situ-
ation is out of their domain of validity. In such situations, human competence and the quality of
organizational setups become crucial resources. They require flexibility to solve problems in real
time and often under pressure. Therefore, what kind of technological, organizational and people’s
knowledge and co-adaptation would be appropriate to provide operational flexibility in a large
variety of situations, including unexpected situations? An answer to this question relies on au-
tonomy: autonomy of people and autonomy of machines, as well as autonomy of organizations
of people and machines. Autonomy is a matter of knowledge, reasoning, sensing and collabora-
tion. Indeed, autonomous agents require coordination to be able to cooperate and insure local and
global safety, efficiency and comfort for cooperation, the agency they constitute. In this paper, an
agent is considered as a society of agents (Minsky, 1985). Agents in artificial intelligence (AI) are
systems in systems engineering, where the concept of system is a representation that encapsulate
machines and people able to act in their environment. Therefore, an agency of agents is a system
of systems that places the human element and cognitive machines at the center of the overall sys-
tem. We need to further develop a systemic approach that harmonizes system’s structures and
functions of Technology, Organizations and People (the TOP Model). This paper presents such an
approach with examples in the aerospace sector by showing the evolution of human factors and
ergonomics (e.g., the shift from human error paradigm when people are problems to human en-
gagement where people can be solutions together with and within appropriate cognitive systems),
recent advances in AI (e.g., deep learning in complex situations, AI in engineering design as well
as certification and homologation of AI-based systems), human computer interaction (e.g., visual-
ization techniques enhancing situation awareness and decision-making), and systems engineering
(e.g., human systems integration based on virtual HCD and tangibility models and metrics). Con-
sequently, designing for flexibility has become a mandatory approach in HCD. It will be presented
as the FlexTech approach together with examples in aeronautics, and more specifically future air
combat systems focusing on unexpected event management.
ICCAS 2020 MOHICAN: human-machine perfo …
MOHICAN: human-machine performance
monitoring through trust and collaboration analysis.
– Towards smarter design of a virtual assistant and
real time optimization of machine behavior
Content
Evaluation of the performance of Human-Machine Teaming brings two substantial values to mili-
tary effectiveness: (1) enhancing the design quality of cognitive aircraft systems, (2) synchronizing
the behavior of the virtual assistant with the cockpit needs during fights.
This paper presents “MOHICAN”, a system-of-systems approach for monitoring the performance
of Human-Machine Teaming in combat aircraft cockpits. MOHICAN will include a method, its
tools, and a model addressing a multirole aircraft. Those principles developed for the cockpit may
be extended to more complex systems of systems by expanding measure criteria, and by integrat-
ing collective teaming contribution to global performance of the system as a whole (e.g., military
air operations).
System performance relies on the articulation of three factors encapsulated within the TOP Model
(Boy, 2011 , 2013 ): technological (e.g., usability, explainability, etc.), organizational for teaming
(e.g., trust and collaboration, etc.) and human (e.g., workload, stress, memory, etc). MOHICAN
associates interdisciplinary knowledge and knowhow for technology (e.g., aeronautics, artificial
intelligence and human-computer interaction), human and organizational factors, field expertise,
that will enable the assessment of human-machine teaming performance. MOHICAN ‘s objectives
are threefold.
(1) A multi-agent model supports information processing and transfer among the various human
and machine systems (or agents) based on tactical scenarios and contexts, as well as required phys-
ical and cognitive functions, {Fc} = {Role, Context of validity, multi-agent Resources}. This model
will be used both for guiding performance monitoring and discovering emerging cognitive func-
tions.
(2) A three-layers assessment model, based on iterative human-in-the-loop experimental simula-
tions (essential for agile design and development of human system integration studies), that will
integrate:
(a) low level objective (e.g., eye tracking data, military performance data) and subjective (e.g.,
Cooper-Harper evaluation scales, NASA TLX) measures {mi}, as well as a-posteriori analysis of
agents’ activities (e.g., self-assessment of recorded flight scenes), into
(b) human factors criteria {Cj} (e.g., workload, fatigue, attention, vigilance, engagement, affor-
dances, flexibility, maturity [technological, organizational and human], tangibility). The model
Cj = g ({mi}) is developed using the cognitive function analysis method (Boy, 1998) extended by
operational performance criteria (e.g., risk management, task achievement, operational margin).
(c) Teaming performance will then be modeled using shared situation awareness and human-
machine cooperation through teaming metrics, {Tk} [Tk = fk,context({Cj})] within contextualized
use cases. Two metrics will be developed: trust and collaboration.
(3) A method of Tk qualification to check the consistency and pertinence of teaming performance
with the measured military operational performance.
Keywords: human-machine teaming, human-systems integration, trust, collaboration, coopera-
tion, modeling, human-in-the-loop simulation, virtual assistants, human factors and ergonomics,
human-computer interaction, artificial intelligence, systems of systems, multi-agent systems.
ICCAS 2020 Neurofeedback Training of Fronto- …
Neurofeedback Training of Fronto-medial Theta
Oscillations as a Tool to Mitigate Engagement Issues
While Flying
Content
Introduction
Flying is a multitasking and complex activity that requires high working memory, mental flexi-
bility and inhibition abilities 1. It is now well admitted that stressors (eg. fatigue, psychological
stress) can impair this executive functioning to an extent that pilots fail to face task demands
and to adapt to external contingencies 1–[4]. Several solutions ranging from adaptive automation
to the design of cognitive countermeasures have been successfully implemented [5]–[7]. A com-
plementary approach is to consider the use of preventive approaches such as the neurofeedback
technique. Indeed, neurofeedback allows displaying online cerebral activity using brain imaging
techniques (e.g., EEG, fNIRS, fMRI) in order to teach self-regulation of brain functioning [8], [9].
Recent studies have highlighted that neurofeedback training is particularly relevant to improve
performance in controlled settings [10], [11], but also in more ecological contexts [12], [13]. In
addition, it has been shown that frontal-medial theta [4-8] Hz, which is regarded as the “working
language” for neural communication of executive functioning can improve basic executive func-
tions [14] . Consequently, we assume that training pilots in order to increase their theta activity
in the fronto-medial cortex will help them perform better in tasks involving executive functions.
Materials and Method
Twenty student-pilots at ISAE-SUPAERO will be recruited for that study. They will be randomly
split into two groups. The first group will get a neurofeedback training (eight sessions consisting
of eight 5-min blocks). During each session, the participants will be equipped with a 32 active wet-
electrode (500 Hz) EEG system positioned according to the 10-20 system in order to record their
brain activity. A visual feedback (square) will be displayed on a screen and will change its color ac-
cording to the quantity of theta oscillation recorded (Figure 1A). Participants will be instructed to
keep the square red as much and as long as possible. The second group will be equipped the same
way and will receive the same instructions but they will actually perform a fake training (“Sham”).
In other words, the variation of the colored square will be random except during eye-blinks where
the square will become grey in order to increase the participants’ confidence in the experimental
setting.
Before and after those training sessions both groups have to perform two cognitive tasks (Figure
1B). The first one is designed to separately assess the aforementioned executive functions at a
fundamental level through scores and reaction times. The second one is the Multi-Attribute Task
Battery (MATB-II) [15] which mimics some aspects of piloting an aircraft (e.g., tracking, communi-
cations, resources management, conflict monitoring); see Figure 1C. During this task, behavioral
and eye-tracking data will be collected.
FIGURE1
Figure 1. Illustration of the protocol (A), illustration of the Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB-II)
[15] (B) and illustration of the setting for both the neurofeedback and the sham trainings (C)
Outlooks
Our first goal is to identify which executive functions can be improved through neurofeedback
training of fronto-medial brain activity. Secondly, we want to assess if it benefits piloting-related
tasks such as the MATB. Lastly, we plan to assess the pilots’ performance in more ecological set-
tings with the aid of a flight simulator and by using neurofeedback directly within the cockpit.
Acknowledgement
The Cocpit Project is part of the Projet d’Etude Amont Man-Machine Teaming (PEA MMT) funded
ICCAS 2020 Neurofeedback Training of Fronto- …
by Agence de l’Innovation de la Défense (AID) coordinated by Thales and Dassault.
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ICCAS 2020 Cognitive Load Assessment Durin …
Cognitive Load Assessment During
Human-Multi-UAV Interaction
Content
The unpredictable nature of human agents may bring considerable uncertainty to the possible
outcomes of human-robot(s) interactions. On one hand, our knowledge of embedded decision al-
gorithms and mission execution monitoring of robotic agents is quite well-known, on the other
hand, our understand on human decision’s and human agent’s state monitoring still remains chal-
lenging tasks. Therefore, to enhance human-robot interaction in a multi-UAV manned-unmanned
teaming (MUM-T) scenario, and to bring equal weight to the understanding of state-space of all
the agents (human and robots) - it is important to have a proper knowledge (e.g. estimation) of
human agents’ mental state. In this study we have analyzed cognitive features that are specific
to workload-related mental states of human operators who deal with aerial robots. These cogni-
tive features are extracted from electroencephalography (EEG). They specifically consist in voltage
modulations elicited at the scalp level by the occurrence of stimuli, such as alarms, and are known
as event-related potentials (ERPs). Moreover, an Eye-Tracking (ET) device was also used to acquire
gaze data during interaction. Two workload levels (high and low) were addressed in a controlled
experimental protocol built upon a search and rescue mission scenario. The results disclosed the
usability of such cerebral and visual measures to characterize and discriminate workload states.
They pave the way towards systems that would assess agents’ states (human and artificial agents)
to further adapt agents’ roles to increase the performance of manned-unmanned teaming.
SINGH, Gaganpreet; Dr ROY, Raphaëlle (ISAE-SUPAERO, Université de Toulouse, France );
CHANEL, Caroline (ISAE-SUPAERO)
: Mental workload, Acute stress, Emotion, Fatigue
ICCAS 2020 Recognizing flight manoeuvre wit …
Recognizing flight manoeuvre with deep recurrent
neural nets
Content
We present the scientific and technical results obtained during the RECO project within the Man-
Machine Teaming (MMT) program. MMT is an initiative launched and funded by the Directorate
General of Armaments (DGA). It is led by Dassault Aviation and Thales. As part of the definition of
the Future Air Combat System (SCAF), MMT is exploring the possibility of developing a cognitive
air system. The Reco project aimed at interpreting tactical situation in the context of an air to air
engagment:
During an air-to-air mission, pilots have the task of interpreting in real time the enemy’s intentions
in view of the trajectories followed,in order to make the appropriate tactical decisions. These
enemy trajectories can correspond to different patterns: crank, notch , pliers, snake, elusive, etc….
The pattern identification task may become very complex when the number of actors becomes
large. RECO is a software module identifying as soon as possible different types of patterns given
the trajectory of an enemy.
In this context, we propose to use recurrent deep neural networks or DRNN (Deep Recurrent
Neural Network) to classify the manoeuvres of an enemy aircraft. For this purpose we have imple-
mented a simulator to generate the behaviors of interest with probabilistic programming. Thanks
to this simulator, we have created trajectories that reflect both the random nature of the strategies
implemented and the variability of the corresponding trajectories. This simulator has been used
to generate large databases to train different types of classifiers.
Following a literature review, several approaches related to DRNN were selected to address this
issue. Each approach was evaluated and compared with a so-called “Baseline” approach, i.e. a
classical classifier based on SVM.
The models were also evaluated on trajectories provided by Dassault based on a sophisticated
and very realistic simulator. Finally, we have implemented an inference module with a graphical
interface allowing the visualization of the trajectories and of the classification results.
The presentation will be organized as followed :
First we will present the stochastic simulator and the different patterns implemented during the
project, we will stress on the importance of having a fast simulator to readily provide enough
examples to the learning programs
We will then describe several variants of DRNN to solve the problem,in particular we will describe
a multi-output approach which allows to select several behaviours at the same time when it is not
possible to discriminate between patterns having the same preliminary phase.
We will present our testing methology and the results obtained. We will use our simulation tool
to demonstrate the classification capabilities of RECO on trajectories obtained either from our
simulator or directly obtained with a realistic simulator.
Finally we will present our conclusions and describe possible future research directions.
ICCAS 2020 Multi-layer semantic interpretatio …
Multi-layer semantic interpretation of Aeronautical
information
Content
We present a hybrid architecture for knowledge extraction, in our future digital assistant for pilots
in commercial aircraft. We need to automatically decode aeronautical messages known as NO-
TAM (Notice to Airmen) and ATIS (Automatic terminal area information service). Those messages
include natural language sentences for operationally relevant information, particularly about the
availability of runways or taxiways, related limitations or procedures. For example, ILS APCHS IN
USE RWY 36R, RNAV RWY 36L APCHS IN USE (“APCHS” stands for approaches, “RWY” stands
for runway). Such messages need to be reliably interpreted into a logical form, in order to: push
relevant notifications to the pilot, answer his questions, or monitor flight’s compliance with appli-
cable constraints. Moreover, in case of pilot incapacitation during a single pilot flight, the aircraft
should be able to autonomously divert the flight.
The interpretation starts by “Nested Entity Recognition”. Its aims at recognizing some (possibly
not all) semantically relevant entities in the input message (e.g. runway identifiers, aircraft op-
erations, restricting conditions) . It is implemented by a recurrent neural network (“annotator”)
for NOTAMs, and by grammatical parsers for ATIS. In the longer term, all the messages should
be processed by the trained annotator. The grammar used today to annotate the ATIS messages
might be used to generate part of the training dataset for the annotator.
The entities detected by this first layer are organized into a graph, which is the input of several
interpretation layers. The final graph must be compatible with a target ontology, e.g. regarding
the restrictions it introduces. For that, entities or relations must be subtyped (coercion), some new
entities have to be inserted in the graph (implicit entities), implicit properties have to be retrieved
from the message (ie structured metadata) or operation context, particularly regarding space and
time.
The ontology, which is grounded on the fundamental ontology DOLCE, has a double role in the
interpretation process: not only it specifies the format of the representations to be produced, but
also it is used to determine the understated parts of the input graph.
For example the ontology specifies that a runway closure is a particular type of operational re-
striction, that all operational restrictions are time bounded events, and that a runway closure is
related to a unique runway, itself defined by its identifier at the airport it belongs to. Technically,
it specifies the target format for the knowledge base extracted from the aeronautical messages.
With this architecture, not all entities need to be recognized by the annotator. The system can
process incomplete constructs and it is robust to some classification or recognition errors from the
annotator. Furthermore, it is possible to make light evolutions of the ontology without retraining
the annotator. Regarding reliability, the reference to the ontology reinforces the capacity of the
system to detect incorrect graphs. Any failure to satisfy all the semantic constraints is a cue that
the message is not correct by itself, or that it has not been correctly annotated.
ICCAS 2020 OpenMATB: A Task Battery prom …
OpenMATB: A Task Battery promoting task
customization, software extensibility and experiment
replicability
Content
The original Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB) contains a set of interactive tasks that are repre-
sentative of those performed during aircraft piloting (Comstock & Arnegard, 1992). More precisely,
it requires participants to simultaneously perform four tasks that are distributed over the screen:
a system monitoring task, a compensatory tracking task, an auditory communication task and
a resource management task. MATB task set offers a robust way to study the effects of various
parameters (e.g., automation, priorities, instructions and so on) on the participant’s multitasking
behavior, such as his/her decision-making, level of performance, ocular behavior, mental workload,
and so on. Moreover, the nature of the reduction allows researchers to design experiments that can
be used even with participants having no prior experience of aircraft. This probably explains why,
since it was first published, MATB has undoubtedly become one of the most firmly established
micro-world used by human factors researchers. However, as thirty years have passed since the
original MATB it appears no longer adequate to meet up-to-date research requirements. Multiple
incompatible re-implementations have been designed, such as MATB-II (Santiago-Espada, Myer,
Latorella, & Comstock, 2011), AF-MATB (Miller, 2010), or TSU-MATB (Thanoon, Zein-Sabatto, &
McCurry, 2017).
We argue that an updated implementation should promote three aspects: (1) task customization
so that the current task set can be appropriately adapted to the experimenter’s needs, (2) software
extensibility to permit the simple addition of new features, and (3) experiment replicability to favor
replication studies, the transparency of the methods and, hence, the credibility of the results.
We then present OpenMATB: an open-source variant of the Multi-Attribute Task Battery which
is available under a free software license (see https://github.com/juliencegarra/OpenMATB ). We
stress how OpenMATB provides a robust platform, fundamentally adaptable to any emerging tech-
nical or research need, which should both alleviate the workload of researchers and guarantee a
high level of quality in the MATB research field.
Comstock Jr, J. R. & Arnegard, R. J. (1992). The multi-attribute task battery for human operator
workload and strategic behavior research. (NASA-TM-104174). Washington: National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.
Miller, W. D. (2010). The U.S. Air Force-developed Adaptation Of The Multi-attribute Task Battery
For The Assessment Of Human Operator Workload And Strategic Behavior. Interim report AFRL-
RH-WP-TR-2010-0133.
Santiago-Espada, Y., Myer, R. R., Latorella, K. A., & Comstock, J. R. (2011). The Multi-attribute Task
Battery II (MATB-II): Software For Human Performance And Workload Research: A User’s Guide.
NASA Technical Memorandum 217164.
Thanoon, M. I., Zein-Sabatto, M. S., & McCurry, C. D. (2017). Multi-Attribute Task Battery for
Human-Machine Teaming. Paper presented at the International Conference on Advances on Ap-
plied Cognitive Computing, Las Vegas, USA.
ICCAS 2020 Unobtrusive EEG measures of an o …
Unobtrusive EEG measures of an oddball paradigm
in flight simulator and real flight conditions: A case
study.
Content
Piloting aircraft is a demanding task in a dynamic, uncertain environment 1. Attention distribu-
tion is a key issue for piloting, relying on a tradeoff between focused and divided attention (i.e.,
avoiding distraction or detecting changes). Their homeostasis may be dismissed when demand
exceeds mental capacity, canceling out the processing of incoming stimuli (e.g. auditory alarms).
For instance, accidents analyses disclosed evidences of inattentional deafness in which pilots failed
to respond to critical auditory warnings. Experiments in flight simulators [2] and real-flight condi-
tions [3] demonstrated the possibility of implementing an electro-encephalography (EEG)-based
brain-computer interface to detect and predict the likelihood of this phenomenon. Yet, these ex-
periments used bulky systems uncomfortable to wear over long periods of time. New portable
EEG systems offer a promising avenue for implementing neuroadaptive technologies in real world
settings [3]. To benchmark these systems under ecological settings, we conducted a study in sim-
ulated and real flight conditions while recording the participant’s brain activity with the cEEGrid
system (TMSi, Oldenzaal, Netherlands [4]).
As this study is on-going we will present case study data from one participant (male, 45 y.o., 110
flight hours). The experiment was divided into two sessions: flight simulation – during which
the participant had to perform approaches and landings on Toulouse Blagnac Airport – and real
flight – during which the participant had to perform take-off, cruising and landing at Lasbordes
airfield (Toulouse, France). For each task, two levels of workload were introduced: a low workload
condition – i.e. normal flight conditions with good visibility in the flight simulator, and the role
of pilot monitoring for the participant in real flight - and a high workload condition – i.e. flight
with very degraded visibility in the flight simulator, and the role of pilot flying in-flight. During
all flying situations, the participant was asked to perform an oddball task. For this, standard (388
in flight simulation and 364 in-flight) and target sounds (130 in flight simulation and 122 in-flight)
were randomly sent to the participant (inter-stimulus interval of 2 to 4 seconds) who had to pull a
trigger when hearing an odd/target sound.
Brain activity was recorded (500Hz) with non-invasive 10-channel cEEGrids (TMSi, Oldenzaal,
Netherlands – see fig. 1b) positioned around both ears. Data (including sounds and responses)
were streamed into LSL (LabStreaming Layer) to ensure synchronization. Continuous data were
preprocessed (windowed-sync FIR>filter for line noise>Artifact Subspace Reconstruction>missing
channels interpolation) and epoched time-locked to both sound displays Activities in the time and
spectral were computed for the two mental load conditions, for each flying task.
Results show our ability to detect oddball Event-Related Potentials (ERPs - N100 delayed around
180ms and P300 [4,5]) and spectral activity in the flight simulator (fig. 1b) with only one participant.
Despite encouraging results, we were unable to detect the same activities in real-flight conditions
due to a very noisy environment. Nevertheless, an optimized adaptation of the preprocessing
parameters may allow for a better extraction of the specific characteristics of the EEG activity
related to oddball paradigms (N100 and P300 ERPs) and workload measures (observable in both
the time and spectral domains).
https://nextcloud.isae.fr/s/Pt8546w7Xmbmi4Z
Figure 1. a) Disposition of one of the two 10-channel cEEGrid systems (left ear) and electrode names
for that ear (localizations for the right ear are symmetrical with R1-R4 at the top and R5-R8 at the
bottom). b) Mean ERPs (time-locked to the sound display – 0ms) and spectral activity at the L2 elec-
trode across trials for one participant in the four conditions (High Workload –red– and LowWorkload
–blue– for hits –plain line– and standards –dashed line) in the flight simulator session. c) Mean ERPs
ICCAS 2020 Unobtrusive EEG measures of an o …
(time-locked to the sound display – 0ms) across trials for one participant in the four conditions (High
Workload –red– and Low Workload –blue– for hits –plain line– and standards –dashed line) in real
flight.
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ICCAS 2020 Toward a Non Stabilized Approach …
Toward a Non Stabilized Approach assistant based
on human expertise.
Content
97% of Non-Stabilized Approach (NSA) are continued until landing going against Standard Opera-
tional Procedures (SOP). For some of these approaches, the reason is a lack of situation awareness
for others it is because of operational constraints that standard SOP do not take into account like
ATC, remaining fuel on board, weather… Most of the time everything goes well but pilots often
admit afterwards that they should have go-around and that safety margins were greatly reduced.
In the frame of Clean Sky 2 JU, the HARVIS (Human Aircraft Roadmap for Virtual Intelligent
System) project aims to identify how cognitive computing algorithms implemented in a digital
assistant could support the decision making of a single pilot in complex situation at horizon 2035+.
Such a digital assistant would have to mimic human behavior like being adaptive, interactive and
contextual.
To answer the NSA problem, this assistant could be fed with aircraft parameters and contextual
information (ATC, weather, pilot physiological state…) and provide alerting in case of parameters
deviations, suggestions of corrective action or even go-around advisories like a Pilot Monitoring
is doing today in multi-crew operations.
Our innovative approach is to use expertise from a large number of pilots on many relevant sce-
narios to classify human judgement on real flight trajectories instead of relying on rules like SOP.
Relevant segments of NSA based on Flight Data Recordings (FDR) and operational constraints will
be presented on a web interface displaying parts of the flight deck for the pilots to give their judge-
ment about the necessity to go-around or not. Thanks to this labelling, an assistant will be trained
to recognize these situations and will provide real time support to decision-making.
Unlike existing alerting and decisions-aided systems that are based on trajectory prediction and
not human expertise, our assistant will be adaptive to the situation, being discreet if the approach
goes well and more intrusive/directive when things go wrong. Instead of relying on the sole Pilot
Monitoring point of view, the Pilot Flying will benefit from the expertise of hundreds of pilots. The
acceptance of the assistant should be strengthened as a result of this original approach.
This assistant will contribute to make flight more safe, economic and ecologic. As it will only advise
and not make corrective actions, pilots will have the possibility to keep flying manually voluntarily
contributing to maintaining their skill level. As a consequence, they will be more efficient in case
of autopilot failure, thus contributing to safety. The argument is also economic and ecologic as the
assistant may also decrease the number of go around by reducing the number of NSA.
The implementation of HARVIS NSA assistant will be conducted in 2020 and user tests in 2021.
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Thinking aircraft design and its production system
design together
Content
In the design of complex objects, such as aircraft, the definition of the means of production usu-
ally begins after the definition of the product. In other words, the product specifications define
the requirements for its production system (factory, assembly line, tools, etc.). The limitation of
this approach is that the production system can inherit blocking constraints that might easily be
removed by changing the design of the product. Moreover, designing an object on the basis that
it will be manufactured as usual, without thinking about an associated means of production, does
not allow us to take full advantage of new manufacturing means such as robotics or additive manu-
facturing. Indeed, these new means can open up new possibilities for aircraft design optimization
while imposing constraints (like size of what can be printed, materials used, space for the robots,
etc.). For all these reasons, it is necessary to integrate manufacturability as soon as possible in the
development cycle and, in doing so, to have a holistic design approach.
A first step towards this goal is to design products in such a way as to simplify their manufacture,
known as “Design for Manufacturing”. This kind of approach allows to take into account the con-
straints inherent in the means of production, including the potentially prohibitive cost of certain
elements or the material impossibility to manufacture certain design solutions. However, we must
go further and integrate the opportunities offered by new manufacturing means and processes in
terms of design. To do this, we propose a global design approach thinking, thinking together the
aircraft design and its production system design.
In this sense, we are conducting work to define a system engineering approach for co-designing
aircraft and production systems. Based on a real industrial use case for which significant efforts
were provided to collect very heterogeneous data (documents, interviews, plans, etc.), we propose
the first conceptual building blocks for such an approach. Firstly, we defined a generic pattern for
a conceptual model of aircraft design and assembly line that can be instantiated at different levels
of abstraction. For each development step, based on our pattern, a model can be defined, from
high-level abstractions based on modules or functions, to low-level abstractions based on parts or
screw. Secondly, we developed a prototype to evaluate the impact of a design on an assembly line
performance (the production rate). Thirdly, we developed a prototype to design an assembly line
based on an aircraft design described at a high level of abstraction.
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The ASPIC Project: A virtual assistant for HMI
coaching
Content
To carry out their missions successfully, pilots must perform a certain number of actions to config-
ure their user interface and carry out complex tasks (monitoring of the tactical situation, sensors,
communication, tracks identification …). This can be tedious and critical during high workload
phases of the mission as an important number of actions are required in short time spans. In this
study, we intend to optimize the pilots UX by creating a virtual assistant able to recommend the
best interface configuration based on the pilot’s actions and current mission contexts. The ASPIC
project aims at evaluating the feasibility of HMI interaction recommandation. In order to evalu-
ate this latter while generating relevant data to train the assistant, we worked on a flight mission
simulator.
In this simulator, the pilot’s behaviour is influenced by the “Rules of Engagement” set for the
mission (rules a pilot has to follow to engage a target) and his will to maximize his survivabil-
ity. In a mission, each pilot’s action is the result of a sequence/pattern of interactions with the
HMI. This simulator enables the virtual assistant to collect the pilots’ actions and the mission’s
context. Once data has been generated on the simulator with different scenarios, the virtual as-
sistant is built from predictive models generated by a whitebox machine learning technology in
order to create dynamic decision rules that are used to recommend the most appropriate inter-
face configurations at the right time. This technology provides means to learn from individual,
continuously in an explainable way to ensures the acceptance of the generated models with the
experts. Furthermore, every recommendation and decision are provided with a confidence rate
and the underlying reasons, to maintain control and ensure acceptance of the concept by the ex-
perts. Finally, we show how the technology is capable of learning air-air HMI behaviour through
different scenarios. Throughout this study, several challenges were encountered in order to learn
the usage of an HMI from a user. Firstly, we had to iteratively find the best way to contextualize
the HMI interactions to grasp the most information of it. Secondly, the scenarios / simulator were
designed in a way that following the ROEs through the HMI led to a unique optimal HMI usage
behavior. Finally, we had to find a good way of scoring the generated whitebox models in order
validate their usage in a HMI.
The generated models are currently based on optimal pilots behavior during the mission and are
capable of almost fully transcribing the best way of using the HMI. In future work, we intend to use
Reinforcement Learning approaches using mission scoring in order to extract an optimal behavior
from non optimal generated data.
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Functional Architecture Optimisation in a
Model-Based Approach
Content
The high modularity and complexity of avionics systems make it difficult to use document-based
methods to deal correctly and effectively with the systems design and validation. Yet model-based
approaches are nowadays widely deployed to improve systems architecture design quality. While
vast design space is encountered in the early stage of system design, it helps that the optimisation
process is integrated in the Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) to aid with trade-off analy-
sis and automation of system architecture design. The objective is to improve system performance
and reliability while respecting constraints such as weight, cost and energy consumption. Euro-
pean Component Oriented Architecture (ECOA) attracts architects’ attention for its top-down and
bottom-up characteristic which allows both functional analysis and the reuse of existing modules.
Indeed, ECOA is component-based and enables the modularity of the system. Nowadays, a wide
system is hardly ever developed by a single contractor, the principle of modularity of ECOA eases
then the modeling of such a system with several stakeholders.
The optimisation process is not yet taken into consideration in the ECOA framework. Further-
more, some literature has demonstrated that conducting trade-off analysis by solving constraint
satisfaction problem is feasible in MBSE using SysML language. We propose to include trade-off
analysis in the process of system development. This process is demonstrated through a case study
on a search and rescue mission system. From an ECOA description of the system, we propose to
adapt the model into a SysML model in order to conduct analyses on this model. After the design
of a meta-model, we use Time4Sys, an open-source software toolkit for modeling in SysML and
UML, to model the ECOA architecture. Also, by using an optimization tool, we conduct a trade-off
analysis to determine the best logical architecture taking into account the temporal properties and
the quality of service (QoS) of ECOA operations and components.
Afterwards, we aim to include other requirements, such as non functionnal properties in the ECOA
language. Today, the ECOA language is able to model temporal triggers and priorities, real-time
properties for implementation but there are not enough attribute to determine the schedulability of
the system such as a real-time functionnal chain representing the data flows in the system. In the
future, we propose to enrich the ECOA language to include these data flows in the modelisation
and conduct schedulability analysis and other optimisation methods like period affectation on
operations to reduce the end to end time on a data flow.
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Aircraft Dynamic Rerouting Support
Content
In the frame of Clean Sky 2 JU, the HARVIS (Human Aircraft Roadmap for Virtual Intelligent
System) project introduces a cockpit assistant committed to help the pilot to reroute the aircraft
in single-pilot operations. A relevant scenario for this AI assistant is that in which diversion to
alternate airfield is required after an emergency. Another interesting scenario is the anticipation
of radar vectors in the arrivals with time enough to safely configure the aircraft for the descent.
A demonstrator is being developed for this second scenario in the context of Project HARVIS
(www.harvis-project.eu).
Diversion is often required after system failure, medical emergency, or just for weather phenomena
(dense fog, storms, etc.) in the approaching. During regular operation if a diversion is needed the
pilot in command and first officer discuss on the multiple options they have and try to find out
the one they think is the best. The AI assistant will take into account characteristics of nearby
airports, METAR at destination, and facilities to take care of passengers, among other factors. It
may then consider several options, assess the risks and benefits of each one, and finally inform
the pilot accordingly. In this scenario, the digital assistant takes care of the Options and Risks in a
FORDEC procedure.
Besides diversion, changes to the flight plan are common during the flight, especially in the arrival.
Variations to the standard arrivals are often due to air traffic congestion, weather phenomena,
maintenance operations at the airport, emergencies, etc. Pilots become aware of these facts only
after the Air Traffic Controller contacts them. This situation increases pilot workload in a critical
flight phase. In a high energy state of the aircraft for example, pilots can be forced to ask for a
holding to slow down and descent. The AI Assistant will assist the pilot during the descent, by
anticipating the possible variations in the arrival routes. In this scenario, the assistant will provide
the most likely arrival routes that the ATC would suggest, so that pilots can act accordingly with
anticipation, which leads to reducing their workload and stress.
The AI Assistant first requires to know the cause for the rerouting, either by its own means or from
a member of the crew. The main inputs required are: a stream with the aircraft route, the aircraft’s
state and position, the status of the crew and passengers, a database of the terrain, airports and
airlines facilities available, among others.
HARVIS is committed to develop a use case demonstrator for the arrival rerouting. Two technical
challenges are contemplated: Firstly, the collection of a relevant and representative dataset to train
the AI from real flights and secondly, to develop the proper human-machine interface between the
virtual assistant and the pilot for a satisfactory experience.
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Integrating electrodes to headsets for human-system
interaction and psycho-physiological monitoring
Content
Research in human monitoring led to development of powerful tools for users-systems commu-
nication via recording electrophysiological data and sending them to the computer system. Eye
and gaze tracking are standing as important methods for a broad range of human monitoring ap-
plications such as in neuroscience, psychology, industrial engineering, aeronautics, military, and
medical expertise. Nowadays, the most used eye-tracking technique is video-based tracking based
on infrared illumination. However, the tools using this technique present a certain number of dis-
advantages. Notably, for the head-mounted tools, such systems obstruct the visual field and there-
fore are not suitable for integration in real operational environments. An alternative technique is
the electro-oculography (EOG) which consists in measuring the standing potential between the
front and back of the eyes. This potential increases when the cornea approaches an electrode and
it decreases when the cornea moves in the opposite direction. EOG represents one of the easiest
methods to estimate eye movements by using low-cost low-energy consumption devices without
obstructing the visual field nor handling infrared light. This technique is particularly convenient
for the head-mounted peripherals such as audio or virtual reality headsets. Typical features of
signal processing, such as the mean of fixation duration, saccadic rates, and blinks are explored
in various environments including air traffic control, pilots and co-pilots of civil and military air-
craft. Interestingly, the EOG, as well as electroencephalography (EEG) features were correlated to
drivers’ and pilots’ workload, drowsiness and fatigue.
Yet, EEG and EOG gained traction in aviation and space operations, current studies face the chal-
lenges of the intrusive and bulky nature of the equipment, the discomfort of long preparation time
and dependence on gel electrodes (e.g. wet electrodes). Recent developments in dry electrodes
could further decrease preparation time, removing the need to apply conductive gel/saline patch
and prepare the skin as required in traditional EEG to reduce skin-electrode contact impedance.
An exciting and unprecedented approach would be the integration of both gaze-based interaction
and brain activity monitoring using only one device in real operational environments. Electrodes
corresponding to the available surfaces would be integrated into existing control and communica-
tion peripherals. This integration would improve the human-system interaction by making possi-
ble the monitoring of the eye movements and the psycho-physiological state. Hence, an equipped
headset measuring real-time EEG and EOG may pose a great challenge with applicability and gen-
eralizability to both commercial and advanced research fields. More particularly, such technology
would be of high interest in the areas based on simultaneous visual and auditory inputs, including
aeronautics, helicopters, teleoperation drones, naval systems, and control-command centers. Our
ELOCANS project (ref. ANR-18-ASTR-0026) addresses this lack of software and hardware for gaze-
based interaction in operational environments. We aim to optimize the efficiency of the existing
peripherals using integrated dry EOG and EEG electrodes. By studying this integration in the con-
trol/communication peripherals to enhance the human-system interaction and making possible
the psycho-physiological monitoring (based on blink rate, for instance), this project has numer-
ous possible applications in aeronautics (fighters, helicopters, UAV operation), naval systems, and
control-command centers.
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MBSE and MDOA for Early Validation of Design
Decisions: a Bibliography Survey
Content
The increasing complexity of aerospace systems has stimulated research work on models that en-
able early detection of design errors in the life cycle of these systems. A survey of the literature
indicates two complementary approaches exist: MBSE and MDAO. The former -MBSE- consists
in a top-down,model based approach to describe the entire system focusing on different points of
view that cover at least structural and behavioral descriptions. This approach is mainly supported
by informal to semi-formal languages that often do not directly offer automated reasoning capa-
bilities. The latter -MDAO- is, on the opposite, fully dedicated to Analysis and Optimisation: the
model is restricted to a single aspect of the system that is described in details in a formal language
that will be the input of the associated computing tool.
So far, MBSE and MDAO have mostly been addressed separately since the two communities have
few links in terms of goals and methods. However, a promising trend is to encourage collaborative
engineering and research. The authors of this abstract contribute to bridge the gap between the
two communities in the framework of FONISEN in a joint project between ISAE-SUPAERO and
ONERA. Among the weaknesses of today’s manual approach one may identify:
1) a lack of confidence in the fact that the MDAO model is a correct representation of the MBSE
model part it is supposed to cover;
2) formal languages that support MDAO are often very verbose by nature and the models take
some non negligible amount of time to be written and validated while part of the information is
obviously already available in the MBSE description;
3) integration of the results of the MDAO process in the MBSE model is rarely made, either due
to a lack of expressiveness of the MBSE language or due to the high time cost associated to the
manual rewriting of the results with little gain expected from having this information available in
the MBSE model.
In the project we will put in place some methodology to populate parts of the MDAO model di-
rectly from the MBSE one. This will have an impact on the three previous points: improving the
confidence in the fact that the two models are addressing the same system, alleviating the effort to
produce the MDAO model and hence helping expert to focus on parts of the MDAO model where
human expertise is needed, and making explicit the links between the concepts of the MBSE model
and the MDAO model opening the way to capture MDAO results in the MBSE model in a more
systematic way. Generic modeling patterns - for which the transcription between the MBSE mod-
els and MDAO models is formally described - will be the privileged approach followed during this
project.
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Geodesic Convolutional Neural Network for 3DDeep-Learning based Surrogate Modeling and
Optimization.
Content
The role of numerical simulation in product development has shifted from being a validation tool
of mature designs into a means of exploration of product design space. Yet, the time required to
run a simulation is, most of the time, a bottleneck in the engineer’s optimisation loop and for larger
design spaces it can result in automated shape optimization being simply intractable. This needs
to be addressed on the way to better simulation-driven design. Surrogate models are used in CFD
simulations, and other computationally intensive simulations, as a cheaper data-driven substitute
for the full-fledged numerical simulator. Most of the existing surrogate modeling approaches rely
on Gaussian Process regressors (Kriging) and are thus limited to predicting the performance of
shapes with a fixed low-dimensional parameterization. On top of that, kriging methods are meant
for predicting global scalar values but they are not capable of predicting fields (e.g. velocity or
pressure values at every point of the shape).
In this abstract, we give an account of Neural Concept Shape (NCS), a surrogate modelling software
that proposes using geodesic deep neural networks as regressors to overcome the aforementioned
limitations of Gaussian Process regressors 1. NCS builds on top of state-of-the-art 3D geometric
learning techniques [2, 3] to accelerate 3D simulations and automate shape design optimization.
In particular, we demonstrate the case of a fixed-wing drone shape optimisation. We train a deep
Geometric Convolutional Neural Network (GCNN) to reproduce the flow and pressure field, nor-
mally obtained using a CFD solver, directly as a Neural Network prediction. Importantly, the input
of our Neural Network can be a mesh representation of the shape since we rely on spatial mesh
convolutions as described in [3]. In our software, we use geodesic coordinates for convolutions on
the surface of the objects, and Euclidean coordinates for convolutions in the bulk of the domain.
As opposed to existing methods, we do not use interpolation on a regular grid or an image, and do
not require prior re-meshing of the shape.
The reported approach is beneficial on many critical aspects: first, it allows us to compute approx-
imate solutions orders of magnitude faster than the typical numerical simulators (tens of millisec-
onds instead of multiple hours); and, second, it allows to compute the gradients of the objective
(e.g. aerodynamic efficiency) with respect to the input shape. This ultimately allows us to run op-
timization loops in reasonable time and makes it possible to use first-order optimization methods.
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Visual scanning strategies according to aircraft
automation level
Content
The growing role of automation in modern cockpits allowed a drastic diminution of aircraft acci-
dents and permitted to lower crews’ workload. At the same time, it introduced new challenges that
necessitate new research, particularly on error management, and vigilance (Wickens et al., 1998).
High level of automation is suspected to provoke a loss of hand-flying capabilities, an increased
complacency, and a reduction of the situation awareness (Endsley et al., 1995). Loss of hand-flying
capabilities is observed when automation takes on the tasks previously assigned to the operator.
In this situation crew skills may atrophy as they go unexercised (Haslbeck et al., 2016). Crews
tend to be “automation addict”, further reducing hand flying capacities. Thus, the ability to face
a sudden breakdown of automation or an unexpected situation can be alleviated (e.g., Haslbeck
et al., 2012). On the other side, complacency effects (e.g., Parasuraman et al., 2010) can promote
the occurrence of a particularly prominent typology of error: the failure of the crew to properly
monitor the flight instruments, particularly when using highest levels of automation.
The present study compared visual scanning strategies of professional pilots with and without
automation. Twenty airline pilots (10 Captain and 10 First Officers forming 10 crews) performed
two approaches (once as pilot flying, once as pilot monitoring) with different levels of automation
(with or without flight directors and autothrottle) in an Airbus 320 full flight simulator. Flying the
aircraft without any automation is considered more complex because it requires frequent gaze tran-
sitions between all instruments with no external references. Pilots were required to perform the
approaches in poor visibility and in accordance with operator regulations, more specifically regard-
ing stabilization requirements. Eye movements of both pilots were recorded with head-mounted
eye trackers. We analyzed flight performance, eye fixations, and visual patterns to examine visual
scanning strategies, associated with the different automation levels.
We hypothesized that during the approach without automation, the visual scanning strategies
should be different than during the approach with automation, associated to a higher number of
visual patterns. In addition, we hypothesized that a sub-optimal gaze allocation could be observed
during approaches without automation, with the Pilot Flying possibly highly focused on primary
flight instrument (specifically the attitude indicator and ILS deviation scales) to the detriment of
other flight parameters. On the opposite, we assumed that pilots could highly focus on the flight
directors to the detriments of other flying instruments when flying with full automation level.
Our results confirmed that full automation systems were associated to a monitoring strategy fo-
cused on the flight directors to the detriment of basic flight instruments, and a lower number
of visual patterns. On the opposite, without automation, visual scanning was more distributed
among all primary flight instruments and the number of visual pattern was higher. Results con-
firmed that cockpit monitoring can be impacted by variations of the level of automation, and that
an inadequate monitoring can result from complacency when automation is high. We also suggest
the importance of developing better training programs to enhance pilots’ monitoring skills.
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How to standardize parts’ catalogs using an
intelligent assistant?
Content
According to IATA (International Air Transport Association), 7.8 billion passengers will be trav-
elling with air transportation in 2036. It means twice as many passengers as those in 2018. In
order to keep up with this growth, aeronautics manufacturers are facing challenges in terms of
production rate. Their goals are to speed up their production and reduce manufacturing costs as
much as possible.
In comparison with the automotive industry, where standardization is a regular way of working,
the aerospace industry is still seeking a major opportunity to reduce the number of parts and
standardize them. In aerospace, each aircraft is unique and the weight of history, some aircraft
programs are more than 20 years old, are leading to a huge opportunity in standardizing aircraft
parts. This standardization step will have to go through a fast and efficient data labelling without
mobilizing important human resources. Once this work done, generic parts can be deduced inside
each family.
The present work reports Active Learning methodology for classifying datasets with a human-
machine interaction. The focus of our study is to build an efficient application allowing human
operators to quickly classify a large volume of aircraft parts. In our work, active learning tech-
niques are used to classify aircraft parts using Label Spreading algorithm to propagate labeled
information to the full unlabeled dataset. The standard Label Spreading algorithm relies on two
possible kernels by default, Radial Basis Function and K-Nearest Neighbors kernels. These two
kernels are not well-suited for our scope. Indeed, aircraft parts are defined by their weight, length,
material and description. This multiple kind of variables, i.e. numerical, categorical and textual
leads us to use a more specific approach. The Label Spreading algorithm is extended for using cus-
tom kernels. We create an aggregation of distance kernel using Euclidean distance for numerical
variables, Cosine Distance for categorical variables and Levenshtein distance for textual ones.
In the end, this algorithm was used in the context of an application where the human expert has
to label a few parts inside each chosen family. Once done, the expert can trigger the propagation
step. Results are then sent back to him with all parts assigned to a specific family. The user has
now to check if parts are well classified with the help of a confidence rate. At this step, the user
chooses either to change parts into other families or to export the result of the classification. This
is an iterative approach where the human expert is helped by an Active Learning methodology.
This method can be extended to other aircraft scopes and also other industrial problems. A future
work is to load any kind of tabular data in the application to automatize and speed up labelling.
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To a COP with FCAS : Cognitive Optimization
Program with Future Combat Air System
Content
Since the 1980s, the evolution of cockpits in aeronautics has been characterized by a variation in
the tasks to be performed by crew members. This continuous variation is accompanied in particu-
lar by an increasing number of cognitively demanding tasks to be performed synchronously, under
strong time constraints. Due to the limitations of attention resources (e.g., Moray, 1967 ; Kahne-
man, 1973) and the rapidly heavy workload when processing information of a very varied nature
(Wickens, 2008), the amount of information to be processed from the HMIs of modern cockpits is
such that it may be likely to interfere with the processing of this same information (Casner, 2006).
The future combat air system (FCAS) is fully in line with this issue.
This study focuses on identifying situations that are mentally very demanding for combat air crews.
The identification of demanding situations is the essential prerequisite for the evolution of both
crew member training and the design of future cockpits.
This study is part of the efforts to modernize the training of combat aircraft crews by developing
cognitive training adapted to this evolution. The most cognitively demanding situations are the
most likely to serve as a context for developing Cognitive Optimization Programs. This is why
this study focuses on identifying the tasks and task pairs currently experienced as demanding by
combat aviation crews.
34 participants, fighter crew members on the Mirage 2000D, aged 22 to 43, participated in this
study during a training mission. Each person completed a questionnaire after the flight. These
questionnaires included a set of tasks considered challenging whether isolated and/or combined,
as well as strategies for managing these tasks. 45 missions were studied. 11 missions were real
flights and 34 simulated flights.
The results show that 29 demanding tasks were identified as well as 33 strategies for managing
these tasks. The Cognitive Optimization Program includes two major components. Firstly, the
strategies verbalized by expert combat air crew which are very specific to the demanding situa-
tions (these strategies are a part of this study). Secondly, the reinforcement of executive functions.
A fundamental characteristic of executive functions is that they are generic and thus make it pos-
sible to deal with the unexpected. This optimization approach is part of other studies under devel-
opment at French Air Force Academy Research Center (FAFARC).
Tactical situation management and communication management are among the most demanding
tasks experienced by combat aircraft crew members. These particularly demanding tasks will be
at the heart of the tasks to be performed by FCAS operators. This is why develop training now is
decisive to enable operators to deploy appropriate management strategies in order to make FCAS
fully operational.
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Influence of Anxiety and Mental Workload on Flight
performance in a Flight Simulator
Content
Introduction
The variation of cognitive workload (CW) can considerably impact the probability of human er-
ror due to distraction, mind-wandering or cognitive resources overload 1. Besides, a high level of
anxiety can provoke dangerous situations when pilots are not able to take control ensuring total
precision and safety. The objective of this work is to assess whether state-anxiety, generated by a
social stressor, affects flight performance when the CW varies.
Methodology
Nineteen participants (22.7 ± 3.8 years) were included in our analysis. All of them were in posses-
sion of the Private Pilot License, having at least a flying experience of 50 flight hours (141.3 ± 139.5
hours). The experiment took place in an AL-50 simulator and consisted in a dual-task scenario
which required the simultaneous accomplishment of a pre-established flight plan and a secondary
task. A previous training consisting in a similar dual task scenario was carried out.
The established flight scenario lasted approximately 35 minutes, including a 24-minutes cruise
phase. A strict timing for the flight instructions was specified. Speed (measured in knots), head-
ing (degrees) and altitude (m) parameters were collected during the simulations (sampling rate of
1Hz). To evaluate the performance, any deviation greater than ± 5 units from the requested flight
parameter was counted as an error.
The secondary task consisted of pressing a 7 inches touch-screen as quickly as possible after hear-
ing some numbers integrated among Air Traffic Control instructions unrelated to the flight plan,
only to get a more realistic setting. The task was presented during the cruise and subdivided in
two inter-subject counterbalanced phases of 12 minutes: Low Cognitive Workload (LCW), where
participant was instructed to press the screen if the heard numbers meet a simple attribute (mag-
nitude or parity); High Cognitive Workload (HCW) where the attribute depended on the color of
the numbers displayed on the screen.
The participant was filmed and involved in a competition with the other participants similarly to
[2] in order to enhance the state-anxiety. Cognitive and somatic anxiety levels and self-confidence
were measured by means of the CSAI-2R questionnaire [3]. An ANOVA was performed: 2 levels
of CW: LCW and HCW and one between-subject factor: anxiety (2 groups according to a cluster
analysis from CSAI-2R scores).
Results
Concerning the altitude, a main effect of anxiety was significant (p=.025, ηp²=0.262), showing a
better accuracy for group scoring lower in anxiety. No effect of CW and no interaction were
significant. Regarding the heading, a main effect of CW was found (p=.048, ηp²= 0.211) and an
interaction CW-anxiety was obtained (p=.045, ηp²=0.214), showing worse accuracy for more anx-
ious group only under HCW. No significant results were found for speed.
Conclusion
The subjective feeling of cognitive and somatic anxiety, when pilots are supervised or involved in
a competition, influences in a different way distinct manoeuvers. They have a negative effect to
keep altitude and impact also heading, but the latter only when cognitive workload increases.
References
1 Staal, M.A., 2004. Stress, cognition, and human performance: A literature review and conceptual
framework.
[2] Allsop, J. and Gray, R., 2014. Flying under pressure: Effects of anxiety on attention and gaze
behavior in aviation. Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition, 3(2), pp. 63-71.
[3] Martinent, G et al.., 2010. Validation of the French version of the Competitive State Anxiety
Inventory-2 Revised (CSAI-2R) including frequency and direction scales. Psychology of Sport and
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ICCAS 2020 Detecting pilots’ expertise using tr …
Detecting pilots’ expertise using transition matrix
measures: a machine learning approach
Content
Visual perceptual skills are considered to be a crucial ability accounting for the advantage of highly
trained experts in many domains (Li et al., 2012). Indeed, expertise exerts a top-down modulation
on gaze behavior and strategies. In this sense, experts with extensive training, domain knowledge,
and experience can perceive important relationships among multiple information, enabling them
to orient their attention toward relevant information and identify abnormalities with a high effi-
ciency (Hoffman and Fiore 2007; Palmeri et al. 2004). Multiple studies investigated differences in
scan paths and scan patterns between novices and experts from different domains (Law et al, 2004;
Ooms et al., 2014). In aviation, the literature also emphasizes different visual scanning strategies
in novices vs expert’s pilots (Kasarskis et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2013). In particular, early work
investigated the effects of expertise on the visual scanning of flight instrument (Fitts et al., 1949).
Later, Tole et al. (1983), and more recently, machine learning approach was applied to this type of
topic. For example, Hayashi (2005) proposed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach based on
gaze behavior in a space shuttle crew: with Hidden Markov state corresponding to different flight
tasks.
We assume that there are differences between novice and expert pilots in the way they explore
flight instruments. Moreover, transition matrices give probabilities about possible transitions from
an instrument to another. The purpose of this article was to compute dwell patterns and generate
transition matrices to perform machine learning in order to classify participants’ expertise (Boc-
cignone et al., 2014; Castner et al., 2018).
In this work, gaze movements were recorded in a manual landing task involving sixteen novices
and sixteen expert pilots. The novice group had no flight experience and only some aeronautical
knowledge. Expert group was professional airliners and had a minimum of 1600 flight hours. Eye
movements were acquired through a remote eye-tracking system (SmartEyePro 6.1 with 5 cam-
eras) at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. Cockpit was divided into eleven Areas Of Interest (AOI)
corresponding to the flight instruments. Dwells on AOIs inferior to 200 ms were discarded accord-
ing to Goldberg et al. (2000). Transition matrices were computed and concatenated into a single
feature space for each participant. Machine learning models were trained on the concatenated
transition matrices to investigate the possibility to automatically classify the two groups of partic-
ipants (novice vs expert). Five-fold cross-validation was used, which is a good tradeoff between
bias and variance estimation (Friedman et al., 2001). According to Combrisson and Jerbi (2015)
theoretical chance level for classification for p<0.05 with two classes is around 58%.
The results showed that approach based on Cubic Support Vector Machine (C-SVM) reached clas-
sification accuracy up to 90%. The outcome of this research could be used to evaluate visuomotor
performance during cockpit monitoring activity, enabling instructors to check that trainee’s visual
behavior tend to resemble that of an expert. This approach also paves the way for the definition of
eye-tracking assistants (Lounis et al., 2018, Lounis et al., 2019) that provide an on-line evaluation
of the cockpit monitoring performance.
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How to integrate the Neuroergonomics research
outputs in industrial Human Factor Design process ?
Content
The everyday life Human Factors specialist job in the aerospace industry is challenging. Finding a
good balance between following the pace of the industrial design process and providing evidence
that design is easier and safer. This communication paper is good opportunity for the Human
Factors in Design community to question ourselves and challenge as well the research in Neu-
roergonomic. Is there efficient and usable means to fulfill our expectations taking into account
industrial constraints.
There are 4 important questions: How can we address emergency situations in an ecological way?
How can we take into account the simulation constraints in our common practise ? Do Neuroer-
gonomics research outputs bring new means and knowledge to better understand how the pilot
behaves in such situations? Do Neuroergonomics research outputs can really complete current in-
dustrial methods using simulations, observations, human physiological measures, verbalisations
?
Of course, in an industrial context, Human Factors specialists have to deal with several difficulties
such as timetable, cost, simulation bugs or likelihood, system designers standpoint… Nevertheless
a robust and well known methodology is applied in aerospace industry: a set of relevant variables
is define to assess several features; downgraded and corner cases are tested; finally, the traceability
is ensured all along the process to provide evidences of its maturity. But, for instance, the obser-
vations and verbalisations do not necessarily bring enough precision and knowledge about states
pilot are facing during the simulation, especially for the flying tasks; automatic psychomotor loop
are involved and difficult to verbalise. Without physical measures no sharp evidence can really be
emerged from pilot state while he is piloting (is it stress, overworkloaded, focalised ?) and what
are the consequences on his activity? Indeed, it is very difficult to simulate in an ecological way,
critical moment or situations and to bring unquestionable facts about human mental state . To as-
sess in a more accurate way those situations we would like to have the potential to identify these
mental states.
Neuroergonomics research results could be a great support to investigate these questions. Neu-
roergonomics proposes to investigate and identify mental states to quantify human performance
by measuring parameters such as information integration, performance monitoring. Nevertheless,
several drawbacks prevent to use efficiently in our common practice: (i) a lack of maturity, i.e.
models and measures seem still not enough mature. For instance how to define the physiological
features related to the well know cognitive concept such as stress or workload? (ii) How to use
Neuroergonomics means and tools in an efficient way, as data collection and analyses are still time
consuming and not consistent with the industrial expectations that might be to use it during de-
briefings. (iii) How to differentiate in an efficient way an operator that is stressed from an operator
that is overloaded without using too many physiological markers? What reliability can we have
when some markers are indicating more than one state?
ICCAS 2020 Detecting anomalous behaviors in …
Detecting anomalous behaviors in multivariate
systems using machine learning
Content
Aircrafts are complex systems that are generating more and more data. An Airbus A320 equipped
with FOMAX (Flight Operations and MAintenance eXchanger) records 24000 parameters and a
Pratt & Whitney PW1000G GTF engine incorporates 5000 sensors, leading to terabytes of data
being recorded for each flight. Modernization of military aircrafts and usage of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) fleets also lead to large quantity of data. Detecting anomalies in those systems is
valuable as a warning system to detect unexpected behaviors, faulty systems to be replaced or even
discard readings of faulty sensors.
Anomalies are defined by contrast to what is normal and thus are very rare events relatively to
the observed ones and can even be unique. Anomalies can be relative to one variable in particu-
lar or to the collective behavior of several variables. They can occur at one point in time or over
an extended time range. Those particularities make it impossible to train algorithm to recognize
anomaly patterns because such patterns are undefined, making the problem unsupervised. Human
are naturally good at finding the odd one out but translating this ability to rule-based systems is
prone to errors, and the ever-increasing quantity of data makes it impossible to screen everything
manually. We present in this study an innovative warning system enabling human experts to re-
view only automatically detected anomalous behaviors.
Anomaly detection, also known as outlier or novelty detection, has been well-studied within di-
verse research areas. Traditional algorithms like the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) have been exten-
sively used but usage of deep learning is an emerging research field. This study focuses on the use
of pattern mining techniques and neural networks for unsupervised anomaly detection on multi
variate time series.
In this study we explain the general approach of unsupervised anomaly detection on multivariate
time series and compare techniques using predictive or generative models on raw data or on auto-
matically transformed data. On one hand, predictive algorithms are trained to predict the future
behavior based on historical data. An anomaly is then detected when the observed behavior dif-
fers from the predicted one. On the other hand, generative algorithms are able to generate normal
data samples by learning the representation of the data. In that case, the difference between a
sample and its reconstructed representation by the generative model is an anomaly indicator. We
present one novel approach which uses traditional methods of time series feature extraction to
create an embedding of multivariate time series as an input of generative neural networks such as
variational auto encoders. We demonstrate how can this approach is used as an innovative warn-
ing system for aircrafts. We also propose a framework to evaluate anomaly detection algorithm
performances in an unsupervised context.
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Impact of intermittent helicopter noise on passenger
cognitive performance
Content
Internal helicopter noise is one of the most unpleasant due to its high intensity, superior to any
other transportation means (often above 110 dB). A top objective for the helicopter industry is to
improve the acoustic comfort within the cabin to meet the growing demand from the passengers
who would like to work or relax comfortably during a flight, and without hearing headsets.
Noise has an undeniable impact on human states, either negative or positive. Its effects on cog-
nitive performance depend mostly on the type of sounds. Some studies showed that intermittent
noise can have deleterious effects on working memory (eg. Salamé and Wittersheim, 1978) or pos-
itive exciting effects during monotonous tasks (Lundberg and Frankenhaeuser, 1978).
This study is a follow-up to a previous experience that assessed the extent to which quite con-
tinuous but intense helicopter noise could be detrimental to passengers’ cognitive performance
(Jahanpour et al., 2019). The latter suggests that short expositions (5 minutes) to continuous he-
licopter noise were not deleterious to mental calculation, reasoning, and working memory. The
purpose of this study was to explore the effects of intense and intermittent helicopter noise on the
same cognitive functions.
To better understand the impact of this intermittent noise on cognitive performance and passen-
ger comfort, subjective, behavioural, and cardiac (ECG) measurements were used. To simulate
passengers’ working activity, three tasks were selected: the Toulouse N-Back Task (TNT, combin-
ing mental calculation, reasoning, and working memory; Mandrick et al., 2016), a reading task,
and finally the Mackworth Clock-Test (a vigilance task; Lichstein et al., 2000). Three conditions
were performed to analyse the effects of helicopter noise: first, a silent condition, then a condition
with continuous and stationary helicopter noise (controlled to 80 dB(A)), and a last condition with
intermittent helicopter noise (integrating successions of take-offs and landings; controlled to 80
dB(A)).
Results showed that the subjective measurements were negatively impacted by the two helicopter
noises conditions, but more importantly by the intermittent noise. The intermittent noise was per-
ceived as more annoying, distracting, tiring, and stressful than the stationary noise and the silent
condition. Calculation and reading performance were not impacted by the noises. However, the
vigilance task performances were globally affected by noisy conditions, resulting in more errors.
Cardiac activity was also impacted by the two noises conditions, regardless of the task performed,
revealing a slight increase in the heart rate during noisy conditions. This result may suggest that
participants made a higher cognitive effort to cope with the stressing or distracting effects of noise.
To conclude, this study shows that there is an overall effect of noise versus silence on the subjec-
tive feeling, the vigilance performance, and the heart rate. This suggests that monotonous task is
more impacted by intermittent noise, even over a short period, than mental arithmetic and reading
tasks. Intermittent helicopter cabin noises seem to have stronger influences than continuous ones
on the subjective, behavioural, and physiological state of passengers.
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Are human factors a waste of time?
Content
The aim of my intervention is to understand why as we are all convinced that Human Factors are
a main part of the air safety, the science stay at the door of the cockpits, why human factors are
not really integrated in trainings and why our authority don’t take account of these evidences.
I will present some directions to take into account human factor then tools we should trained and
used to improve crew resilience.
The progress of the presentation:
• Point the confusion between Crew Ressource Management and Human Factors.
We base the pilot courses on CRM skills such as communication, decision making, workload man-
agement, forgetting the deep link with emotional state, which is never considered.
• Examples in sport, where we observe the same paradox: mental skills are the main part of
the performance but it’s not trained. (because high level athletes have to be performant
under pressure, the problem is comparable)
Are we sure we give the right key to help pilots to progress? We often deliver a technical answer
to an emotional problem.
• The illusion of remediation by errors misunderstanding.
During simulator training, if we repeat a missed exercice without be sure it’s a knowledge issue,
we just reduce stress level and we lose the opportunity to improve human factors. There is a large
difference between « you remember that you don’t have to abort take off after V1?», and « Did you
feel that just before take off you were overloaded? Can you spot your signs of an over workload? ».
• The illusion of the 10-6, the physiognomy of a major accident and the brain modes.
Our industry has a high level of safety, for a lot of reasons (hardware, SOP, training,..) but related to
the number of flights, do we agree to accept dozen major accidents? A major accident, accorded to
the black swan theory is unpredictable, has major consequences, and can be perfectly understood
after. Train human factors is the key to have efficient and resilient crews able to deal with unknown
unpredictable and stressful situations.
• Poor FH communications.
Debriefings or conclusions of an accident investigation are based on CRM skills, or just mention
« human limitations ». It’s clearly poor for operators and in fact unusable. « Work on your déci-
sion making », « apply standard procedures », etc. : is there one pilot who doesn’t know he has
to comply with SOP? HF request time, highly trained instructors, implication.
• Tools we should explain, train and use.
Pilots should be trained (and checked) on technics like effect of breath and temporisation, mental
imagery, attention to inner talk and feelings, relation between emotions and decision making,
stress and performance. They should be aware of brain modes implications, deal with emotions.
They should understand the harmful effect of ego…
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• Conclusion
Human factors instructor should help crews to answer instead of react. Our industry should
take account of HF by an accurate communication and let science enter into the cockpits.
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Study of a pilot’s heart rate throughout his training
Content
In aviation, the physiological monitoring of pilots can be useful to estimate the pilot’s mental and
physical state and to help understand their performance. So far, most of this physiological moni-
toring takes place inside labs or flight simulators, as some physiological sensors are still rather un-
wieldy in a plane or uncomfortable for the pilot, or are still expensive, such as EEG or fNIRS. How-
ever, the humble cardiac monitoring now offers good quality yet cheap sensors for athletes, which
makes it a good fit for the general aviation domain, where pilots have a limited budget. Although
physical activity impacts heart rate, this activity is limited inside a cockpit and the metabolic heart
rate could be subtracted for better results 1.
We have had the opportunity of logging a student pilot’s physiological data throughout his initial
PPL training (which is not over yet). During all his flights, he wore a Garmin D2 watch, which
synchronizes the heart rate with the GPS position, speed and altitude.
We are currently conducting a first data analysis by segmenting all his flights by flight phase. We
expect, as in [2], to find the highest heart rate responses during take-off, followed by landing, due
to the increase in both mental workload and stress that occurs in these flight phases. Preliminary
results indicate the highest heart rate during take-off, but no noticeable increase during landing.
We will also study the evolution in heart rates throughout his training, similarly to [3], who studied
heart rate variability (LF/HF ratio) evolution during standardized maneuvers in different lessons
of a flight training during simulated and real flights. We also plan on identifying flights or flight
phases that are significant for a student pilot (first flight, first landing, first solo, first navigation,
examination) and studying if the heart rate significantly differs from standard flights. Preliminary
results show a strong difference between non-solo flights and the first solo flight. Finally, we will
also mention a few anecdotes that generated significant heart rate behavior.
This study aims at giving some indication as to whether the flight instruction can maintain a
constant mental workload and stress level throughout the student pilot’s training. For later works,
it would be interesting to derive from this study a metric measuring the efficiency of the training,
to compare real-flights-only trainings to trainings including simulated flights, and to compute
performance metrics to compare with the pilot’s heart rate [4].
1 Brouwer, Anne-Marie, et al. “Improving real-life estimates of emotion based on heart rate: a
perspective on taking metabolic heart rate into account.” Frontiers in human neuroscience (2018).
[2] Causse, Mickaël, et al. “An analysis of mental workload and psychological stress in pilots dur-
ing actual flight using heart rate and subjective measurements.” (2012).
[3] Regula, Marek, et al. “Study of heart rate as the main stress indicator in aircraft pilots.” Pro-
ceedings of Mechatronika 2014. IEEE, 2014.
[4] Faaland, Olivier, et al. “Évaluation du stress et de la performance du pilote d’aviation générale
au cours d’un vol dans un environnement peu familier”. 2011.
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Designing a virtual cognitive assistant for pilots: a
user-centered approach
Content
Piloting an aircraft takes place in a complex, changing and dynamic environment. It requires fast
decision-making process and high level cognitive abilities, including executive functions. For in-
stance, pilots need to process a lot of information, store data in short term memory, plan actions
or regulate their own behavior in case of a stressful event. Executive functions also support sit-
uational awareness and actions planning thorough the flight. On top of all this, an important
perceptual activity is necessary to integrate all various information displayed on the cockpit in-
struments or coming from the outside world.
The effects of cognitive aging, including the impact on executive functions are now well known
and documented in the literature. Some executive functions, like working memory, begin to de-
cline from the age of 55 (Causse, 2010). Contrary to commercial aviation, there is no age limit for
flying in general aviation and many private pilots are 65 years old or above. In those older pilots,
alteration of executive functions due to age can lead to human error, possibly compromising flight
safety. Surprisingly, very few studies investigate how technological developments could be used
in order to mitigate the effects of cognitive aging on piloting performance.
To address this question, we first focused on identifying pilots’ general needs while flying in terms
of assistance, without considering their age. For this purpose, we conducted a semi-structured
interview with 8 pilots (5 from general aviation, 3 from commercial aviation, all males), aged from
34 to 52 years. We investigated whether pilots express the need of technological assistance as well
as which tasks could be relevant, and what interaction techniques they would consider as usable
or unusable with this assistance.
In our study, all pilots from general aviation-all single-pilot aircrafts-are in favor of being assisted.
Most of the general aviation pilots described the ideal assistant as a supervisor of the systems that
should be able to alert them in case of an abnormal situation. However, pilots expressed a number
of conditions that would be necessary to accept and use such an on-board assistant, in particular
remaining the only person in charge and be able to take control of the aircraft at any time. They
also insisted on the fact that the assistive system should not be intrusive. We also found that most
of the pilots would like to be able to control the assistive system by voice commands (input), but
would strongly reject voice feedback from the assistant (output).
In our future work, we will build a functional prototype of an on-board assistant aiming at reduc-
ing cognitive workload of elderly pilots. This prototype will be tested with end users. To design a
system that meets users’ needs, we will apply a user-centered design approach (Beaudouin-Lafon
et al., 2007) and involve users at every stage of the design process. We will conduct brainstorming
sessions with pilots using our first finding as inputs. It will help us acquiring a precise understand-
ing of the pilots’ needs.
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GAMIFICATION OF FLIGHT CREW TRAININGSYSTEM THROUGH GENERATIVE GAMES
Content
Interactive methods have become well established in the flight crew training system, proving their
relevance and topicality. We consider gamification as a way of game practices systematization in
order to increase the training effectiveness for flight crews.
Considering the specifics of flight training and understanding the impossibility of working out
every situation that may occur during the flight, and even more so to prescribe and work with
the aircraft crews, we suggest focusing on a system of game methods aimed at maintaining the
readiness of the flight crew to successfully operate in the whole range of situations: from usual
to emergency. At the organizational level, this ensures an acceptable safety level of the Airline’s
flights.
The international civil aviation community recommends focusing on the competencies develop-
ment in flight crew training (ICAO/ IATA/ IFALPA, EBT Implementation Guide, 2013):
1. Application of Procedures.
2. Communication.
3. Aircraft Flight Path Management, automation.
4. Aircraft Flight Path Management, manual control.
5. Leadership and Teamwork.
6. Problem Solving and Decision Making.
7. Situation Awareness.
8. Workload Management.
9. Knowledge (offered by Airbus)
Five competencies are related to non-technical (CRM Skills), which are difficult to develop through
automated training.
One of the competence developing methods widely used to form safe behavior is and recommended
by the international aviation community is generative games (V.Ponomarenko, V.Tretyakov, A.Zakharov,
2017) that have proven themselves in the energy industry as a tool to increase personnel reliability
and are successfully held in Russia, the CIS countries, France, Germany, and the USA.
Since 2016, the International Academy of Human Problems in Aviation and Aeronautics has been
implementing the project “Using game techniques in the training of aviation personnel”.
Game methodology: the concept of moral personality development in aviation (academician of
the RAE V.Ponomarenko) and using the generative scenarios (prof. V.Tretyakov).
During ground training, as part of the project, we use the following generative games:
• The game “Flight” was held as part of the Recurrent CRM Training for the flight crews (Tested in
the “S7 Training”).
• The game “SAFA Inspection” was used during the joint training of pilots and flight attendants
(Implemented in the JSC “Rossiya Airlines” to reduce SAFA inspector comments for International
flights).
• The “Limitations” card game was used during the convention or transition training to the
A-320/ B-737 (at the theoretical knowledge assimilation stage before the simulator training).
• A version of the aviation board game “KOMESKA” has already been developed. It will serve as an
introduction to the specifics of aviation career (this game has already been tested at the S7 training
center and several airlines: Russiya Airlines and Meridian Airlines).
Simulator training also includes generative scenarios. The instructor takes the situation to the
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plane of success by reinforcing the pilots “safe behavior” skill.
ICCAS 2020 Pilot’s head tracking as a proxy for …
Pilot’s head tracking as a proxy for gaze tracking
Content
Eye tracking is often used in aviation to study the pilot’s visual circuits, which are relevant to the
first two stages of eye tracking integration 1. However, the sensors can be expensive or difficult
to integrate in a cockpit and can be sensitive to light variations. We propose to start studying the
movements of the pilot’s head as a proxy of their visual interest, because the sensors are already
integrated in many virtual reality setups and are not so expensive. Of course, the data quality can’t
be considered as good, because the pilot can move their eyes without moving their head. Therefore,
the goal of this study is to qualify the interest of the pilot’s head tracking.
We collected head movements data in virtual reality flights in a light plane using a two-phases
protocol:
1) A calibration phase asking the pilot to look at some specific points
2) A list of simple flight phases (climb, turn…)
The calibration phase is useful because some pilots move their head a lot whereas some other pilots
move their eyes more.
The virtual reality headset used, the Oculus Rift, already includes some correction signal processing
and outputs the head’s orientation [2].
We then defined some areas of interest (AOIs):
• Outside the cockpit, ahead
• Outside, left
• Outside, right
• Primary flight instruments
• Secondary flight instruments
• Low (e.g. looking at a map on one’s knees)
and we analyzed the flight by slicing it into different flight phases.
We observed a few interesting preliminary results. For instance, the search for a nearby traffic
generates broader than usual head movements. In a turn, the pilot turns their head to the side
but also moves it downwards because their vision is obstructed by the roof of the plane. During
a climb, there are some downwards head movements, towards the flight instruments, but they are
a lot smaller than during a turn, seemingly showing that eye movements are mostly sufficient to
obtain the necessary information. Finally, experienced pilots seem to move their head less than
beginners, maybe because they use more peripheral vision consistently with [3].
Additional data will be necessary to make these results more robust. In future analyses, we also
plan to use more formal statistical metrics to describe the pilot’s visual circuits, as well as further
signal processing to detect some abnormal pilot states (unconscious pilot, pilot in attentional tun-
neling…). We will also further study the differences in head behaviour between experienced and
beginner pilots. We will start integrating IMUs on the pilot’s head in real flights as well.
1 Peysakhovich, Vsevolod, et al. “The neuroergonomics of aircraft cockpits: the four stages of eye-
tracking integration to enhance flight safety.” Safety (2018)
[2] LaValle, Steven M., et al. “Head tracking for the Oculus Rift.” 2014 IEEE International Confer-
ence on Robotics and Automation. IEEE, 2014.
[3] Fox, Julianne, et al. “Information extraction during instrument flight: An evaluation of the
validity of the eye-mind hypothesis.” Proceedings of the HFES Annual Meeting. 1996.
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Bridging the gap between human visual anticipation
and autonomous systems through the use of a vector
addition model
Content
Visual anticipation is an essential cognitive function in that it is necessary for action and is consid-
ered a key feature of Endsley’s situational awareness model (1995, 2015). In recent decades, both
research and industry have shown a growing interest in autonomous vehicles and, in this context,
anticipation raises new questions. Indeed, human performances in automation situations decrease
(e.g., complacency, degradation of skills and loss of situational awareness). Various causes are de-
scribed by Victor et al. (2018), but an important one is the operators’ gap and misconceptions
in their mental models of automated systems (Sarter & Woods, 1994). Surprised by automation;
they do not know what behaviour the system will produce (Parasuraman et al., 2008), leading to
inappropriate and therefore dangerous reactions. The objective is then to identify the mechanisms
of visual anticipation to model how individuals anticipate events. Such modelling will facilitate
the implementation of autonomous system anticipation algorithms that are more compatible with
the mental model of users. The anticipation mechanism that has been firmly identified is called
representational momentum (RM). Numerous studies have shown that the RM is sensitive to factors
present in the context of driving a vehicle. And while some factors promote anticipation, others
hinder it.
Blättler et al. (2010, 2011) have shown that specific experience in driving and aviation domains facil-
itates anticipation in these specific contexts unlike inexperience that strongly degrades it. Blättler
et al. (2012) have shown that involvement in the driving action is also a facilitating factor. People
tend to be distracted by dual-tasks that affect their attention level, but studies on anticipation and
attention do not yet give clear results. While Hayes and Freyd (2002), Joordens et al. (2004) and
Blättler et al. (2019) show a facilitating effect of divided attention, other research (Kerzel, 2004;
Hubbard et al., 2009) show different effects. Furthermore, Blättler et al., (2019) show a facilitating
effect if one has experience in the situation and an opposite effect if one is inexperienced.
According to Hubbard’s (2010) model, the RM is a mechanism allowing to extrapolate the move-
ment of a moving object or scene in the direction of its movement based on a variety of factors.
Each influencing factor is represented by a vector coding for the direction and magnitude of the
extrapolation. If the context provides several vectors coding for a direction opposite to the motion,
the result of the process should be a spatial representation shifted not forward but backward. Con-
versely, vectors fostering an extrapolation in the direction of movement, then anticipation should
occur.
Therefore, it is first necessary to identify in autonomous vehicle contexts which vectors are in-
volved and what will be the result of the anticipation process in individuals (model definition).
Then, it will be necessary to test the most appropriate configurations of the driver’s cab to favour
the expression of anticipation (model test). Finally, the reactions of an individual in an autonomous
vehicle against an appropriate and inappropriate configuration will be tested to measure the risks
of the inappropriate configuration for anticipation.
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Attentional switch from external toward internalworld: a psychophysiological marker
Content
Let’s have an experience. Read the following question and try to answer as sincerely as possible.
Meanwhile, observe what’s going on in your mind. Here is the question: “What gift did you receive
for Christmas?”. To answer this question, we need to create a temporary internal mental space to
which our attention will focus (Tulving, 2002). This attentional switch from external towards inter-
nal mental world is commonly referred as mindwandering. Since attention is a limited resource,
it cannot focus simultaneously on outside and inside worlds: while our attention is focused on
our internal world, we are largely blind to external stimulations (Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000).
There is a perceptual decoupling (Smallwood & Schooler, 2006) which is one of the most threaten-
ing aspect of the mindwandering (Schooler et al., 2011).
Obviously, mindwandering seems extremely dangerous in situations that require special attention
to the outside world (e.g. airplane pilot). However, although the mindwandering impair the per-
formance in various activities (e.g. Kam et al. 2012), it has too seldom been studied as a potential
cause of human error in the aeronautical field. Perhaps because mental wandering is difficult to
measure. In fact, the most common assessment method is based on self-report, which has several
biases including social desirability for pilots (Casner & Scholler, 2014). To overcome this problem,
we study a specific type of mindwandering, i.e. autobiographical memory retrieval that can be
easily triggered in lab by a question like the one you just answered.
Aviation accidents related to attentional lapses continue to occur (NTSB, 2014). Currently, the
origin of these lapses remains unknown but mindwandering, given perceptual decoupling, could
be a potential cause. Although the risk factors in the working environment are not all discovered,
it is now well documented that the monotonous tasks generate higher rates of mindwandering. If
we look at these results in parallel with the increasing automation in the cockpits, it can be scary.
Effectively, the automation modifies the human-machine interaction putting the pilot in a supervi-
sory role, also referred as out-of-the-loop situations. Recently, Gouraud et al. (2018) have shown
a greater frequency of mindwandering in an automated environment than when the task had to
be performed manually. Therefore, we urgently need an objective marker allowing a real-time
detection of mindwandering.
Mindwandering is frequently associated with oculometric features reducing visual processing: an
increased blink frequency and duration, fewer and longer fixations, longer saccades durations, a
smaller mean pupil size and a higher variability of changes in pupil dilation, reduced microsaccade
activity and reduced divergence angle (Annerer-Walcher et al., 2018; Benedek et al., 2017; Grand-
champ et al., 2014; Gwizdka, 2019; Walcher et al., 2017). Although these works identified some
typical ocular features during mindwandering, none used these markers to detect mindwandering
in real time. We hypothesize that the combination of different oculometric features could consti-
tute a physiological marker allowing the online identification of mindwandering, which could be
used to monitor attention fluctuations, for example during airplane piloting. We investigate this
psychophysiological marker with behavioral studies.
ICCAS 2020 Development of Sliding Mode Con …
Development of Sliding Mode Control Strategies and
Haptic Feedback for Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor (PMSM) Actuated Sidestick
Content
The avionics society is in constant demand to optimize aircraft performance and improve the in-
teraction between pilots and aircraft. This paper aims with the design and implementation of a
stable nonlinear sliding mode control strategy and haptic feedback on PMSM actuated sidesticks
to improve the tracking performance. The controller currently used in aircraft is a cascade of PID
controllers in a linearized system, which cannot be considered more than a local solution as it
doesn’t necessarily prove the stability in realistic conditions. Several nonlinear strategies were
attempted on the model which accurately represents the new generation sidestick system pow-
ered by the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) actuator. Eventually, sliding mode
nonlinear control strategy is considered as it provides solid stability while ensuring the desired
performance. Furthermore, the execution of haptic feedback aims at fulfilling the lack of commu-
nication from the aircraft to the pilots, especially at extreme flight conditions. The pilot’s arm is
assumed as a mass-spring-damper system ( to consider muscles stiffness and damping with the
human response time) where force feedback is provided to the pilot for the command input. In
conclusion, all the above-mentioned strategies are tested on a real sidestick system based on an
innovative direct-drive linear actuator.
ICCAS 2020 Flight simulator and fNIRS : study …
Flight simulator and fNIRS : study of relation
between acute stress and cognitive workload
Content
In aviation, knowing the internal state of pilots is desirable to prevent and detect abnormal situa-
tions such as an excessive cognitive workload (CW) or acute stress, both known to impact human
performance 1. Detecting these states becomes crucial with the possible emergence of Single Pilot
Operations (SPO), during which tasks will be largely supported by a single pilot and the aircraft
systems. The mental constructs of CW and acute stress have been extensively studied in the hu-
man factor literature, but the analysis of their respective impact in the same ecological situations
remains poorly studied. In the current study, twenty-one private pilots from the French Civil Avi-
ation University were recruited. They all performed two realistic flight simulator scenarios with
the same difficult level and duration (around 35 minutes each). The CW was manipulated with
the difficulty of a secondary task (low CW vs high CW; for details, see [2]) and the level of stress
was manipulated by means of a social stressor (low arousal vs high arousal). We examined brain
hemodynamic activity via functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) with a portable NIRS sys-
tem (NIRSport, NIRx Medical Technologies, NY, USA). We recorded 14 fNIRS channels that were
subdivided to create four regions-of-interest: left prefrontal and parietal cortex; right prefrontal
and parietal cortex. Analyzes were focused on oxy-hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb) concentration changes.
We found a main effect of CW (p = .01, ηp² = .31) with a higher Oxy-Hb level under high CW
condition vs low CW. This effect of cognitive workload was significant particularly in the right
prefrontal cortex (CW x laterality interaction, p = .01, ηp² = .21). An interaction between CW and
acute stress level was also found (p = .04, ηp² = .20). Post-hoc analysis showed that the increase in
Oxy-Hb concentration between high CW and low CW was significant only under high arousal.
In accordance with previous research [3,4,5], our results confirmed that an augmentation in CW
leads to an increase in OxyHb concentration. However, the lateralization of this effect to the right
prefrontal cortex was a little unanticipated. Usually, left prefrontal cortex is the region where the
maximum Oxy-Hb concentration increase was found [5] and manipulation of arousal involves the
right hemisphere [6], no such result was found here. The moderate effect of the high arousal condi-
tions tends to indicate that our stress manipulation was relatively weak [2]. However, our results
emphasized that the combination of high mental workload and acute stress (high arousal condi-
tion) was the one that triggered the higher OxyHb concentration. This result supports the idea
that these two constructs might interact and could promote a recruitment of further resources at
the expense of unsuitable physiological cost, as proposed by the cognitive-energetical framework
[7].
To conclude, fNIRS can accurately assess CW fluctuation and the fusion with other measures could
give some complementary information on internal state of the pilot. It has been shown to be an
effective tool in cognitive neuroscience and has some interesting operational characteristics: non-
invasive, portable, silent, movement tolerant, fast set-up [8].
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Effects of visuo-spatial working memory load on
auditory attention: behavioural and cortical evidence
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Working memory (WM) plays an important role in pilots since they have to continuously inte-
grate and dynamically update information within a rapidly changing environment. WM is essen-
tial for overcoming response conflict and for optimal selective attention performance. Yet, WM is
a capacity-limited system and increasing the demands on WM reduces the ability to ignore irrel-
evant stimuli and can led decreased performance in dual –tasking. In the present study we used
an experimental approach aiming at providing evidence for the sensitivity of the functional near
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in providing measures of brain activity within the prefrontal cortex
(PFC), with regard to WM-specific task demands combined to an additional different secondary
task.
Sixteen healthy volunteers (mean age ± SD, 24 ± 4 years, 10 females) performed a dual-task paradigm
after a learning phase for allowing the normalization of participants’ performance and the suppres-
sion of strategy-related behavioural variability. The primary WM task was a visuo-spatial n-back
task at three difficulty levels (1-back, 2-back and 3-back). A blue square was consecutively and
pseudo-randomly displayed in a grid in one out of nine possible locations every 1,750 ms. Partic-
ipants had to report when the current square position matched a previous one. The lag between
the sample and the presently displayed stimulus depended on the level of difficulty. The secondary
task consisted of auditory stimuli detection and the participants had to detect a 44.1 kHz sound
randomly presented throughout the conditions. Participants had to fill a NASA-TLX questionnaire
and a STAI-S short-form questionnaire, to assess mental workload and anxiety state, respectively,
related to the n-back conditions. Hemodynamic changes (concentration of oxygenated and de-
oxygenated -HHb- haemoglobin) were recorded at a sampling rate of 10Hz from a fNIRS system
(Octamon, Artinis Medical Systems, The Netherlands) optimized for PFC measurements. The unit
consisted of a headband with 8 light emitters and two light detectors, with an interoptode distance
of 3.5 cm.
At the behavioural level, signal-detection analysis showed a lesser d’ sensitivity for 3-back com-
pared to 1-back and 2-back. Reaction times (RTs) were slower for 3-back compared to 1-back and
2-back. Behavioural efficacy combining d’ and RTs for the 3-back was significantly lower than
2-back and 1-back conditions (P<0.05), as well as for 2-back compared to 1-back. Sensitivity d’
for the auditory task was lower for 3-back than 1-back (P=0.051), and higher (P=0.016) for test
phase relative to learning phase. At the subjective level, we observed a significant progressive in-
crease in the score obtained for the NASA-TLX according the n-back conditions; no changes were
observed in the anxiety state. Finally, greater changes in left and right PFC (i.e., increased HHb)
were observed for 3-back compared to 1-back and 2-back (P<0.05). Taken together, fNIRS might
be sensitive enough to assess hemodynamic responses (restricted here to PFC) directly related to
cognitive processes elicited by a visuo-spatial WM task combined to an auditory secondary task.
Surprisingly, this study showed that the magnitude of HHb signal was the cortical manifestation
of cognitive performance limitation in the face of excessive WM load.
This work was publicly funded through ANR (the French National Research Agency) under the
“Investissements d’avenir” programme with the reference ANR-16-IDEX-0006.
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What is a good visual scan speed for military pilots?
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Objective: Military pilot training is demanding and every day student pilots must demonstrate
their ability to progress, at the risk of being excluded. From the first hours of flight, instructors
assess students on their ability to manage flying situations. To do this, the students’ attention
skills, especially visual, are examined through their ocular behaviour. Two aspects of the ocular
behaviour of student pilots are of particular interest to instructors: speed and completeness of the
visual scan. However, it is not easy to quantify these two notions objectively. We have sought
to objectify the notion of speed of the visual scan by providing tangible and reusable metrics to
improve understanding and communication on the topic.
Background: For the pilot, an effective and efficient ocular behaviour is necessary, since most
of the information needed is visual. However, the education of this ocular behaviour is relatively
unstudied [1,2] even though the vast majority of accidents often involve a lack of situational aware-
ness due to poor visual information acquisition [3]. In initial military flight training, talking about
ocular behaviour is complicated and often boils down to telling a student that his visual scan is
too slow and/or incomplete in certain phases of flight (landing, turning, descent). However, for an
ab initio student-pilot, there is no objective reference (personal or from the expert) to refer to, in
order to understand and carry out the instructors’ remarks.
With an eye tracker, it is possible to objectify ocular behaviour. However, it is difficult to choose
between the many existing metrics [4,5]. Among them, we believe that the combination of the
analysis of the number of fixations per minute and the average duration of fixation could provide
the missing objective data in order to fluidify the pedagogical dialogue between instructors and
students.
Method: We conducted an experiment with ab initio student-pilots (N=11), students having vali-
dated the first phase of training (N=11) and instructors (N=11), with an average flight experience
of 41, 112 and 1449 flight hours respectively. On a Cirrus SR20 simulator with a wearable eye
tracker, the 3 groups of participants had to perform different manoeuvres taught in the military
training. In this article, we present our analysis of the speed of the visual scan during turns (30°
inclination) and “operational” descents.
Results: The results show that with 185 fix/min in turns and 155 fix/min in OPS descents, the
instructors have a significantly faster visual scan than the two groups of students. Furthermore,
during the turns, the fix duration is not significantly different between the groups (M=275ms),
while in the descents the instructors (299ms) make shorter fixations than the ab initio (324ms) and
intermediate (338ms) students.
Applications: These results provide students and instructors with “simple and basic” metrics to im-
prove pedagogical exchanges. It also allows us to start building a database of target values, making
it possible not only to educate ocular behavior [6] but also to monitor pilots in operation, which
is the key to future challenges such as flights with a single pilot operator.
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Hypnotizability as a possible parameter to identify
the attentional abilities of a pilot
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The pilot might well be considered as the ultimate component of an aircraft, hence the importance
of tailoring his training in order to optimise his performance.
Hypnotizability is a psychophysiological trait quite popular owing to its role in the cognitive con-
trol of pain. It is measured by scales, which allow to classify the general population as highly
(highs), medium (mediums) and low (lows) hypnotizable individuals, and is associated with differ-
ences in cortical activity/connectivity, sensorimotor integration and cardiovascular control, also
in the absence of suggestions and in the ordinary state of consciousness. We suggest that few
hypnotisability- related psychophysiological characteristics may be relevant to pilot selection.
In fact, highs exhibit peculiar imagery abilities and proneness to experience bodily signals in an
adaptive perspective. The former characteristic mainly consists of stronger Functional Equivalence
(FE) between imagery and perception/action, as suggested by behavioural studies and supported
by topological analysis of EEG during mental imagery. Stronger FE indicates greater ability to
simulate actual sensorimotor information, which occurs likely through greater cortical excitabil-
ity and allows to produce ideomotor behaviour responding to sensori-motor suggestions. The
latter consists of greater ability to utilize bodily signals in the construction of the individual self,
which occurs at high levels of the central nervous system owing to continuous monitoring of bod-
ily information. Nonetheless, the highs’ greater sensibility to interoceptive signals is associated
with lower accuracy in their detection, so that different modes of homeostatic responses to intero-
ceptive stimulation could be suggested in participants with different hypnotisability levels.
Highs could be more suitable to serve as pilots owing to their ability to substitute lacking actual in-
formation with imagined information and to adaptively interpret interoceptive changes associated
with flights. Unfortunately, they represent only 15% of the population, which consists also of 70%
of mediums and 15% of lows. Thus, our proposal is to submit low to medium hypnotizable pilots
to mental training focused on sensorimotor images and on the re-appraisal of bodily information
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Hyperscan Project: investigate the physiological and
neural markers of teammates cooperation.
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Introduction
Servicemen are now by far engaged in complex operations involving cooperation with multiple
actors and specialists under time pressure in uncertain and highly dynamic hostile environments.
Moreover, military operators will be more likely to interact with advanced artificial intelligence
(AI) based technology. There is a need to implement monitoring solutions to objectively assess
the efficiency of human-human and human-AI teaming on the battlefield. The Hyperscan research
project forms part of this perspective and aims to investigate the physiological and neural markers
of cooperation between human teammates and as well as between humans and artificial agents.
Material and Method
In the present study, we designed eight scenarios whereby JTACs had to their pilots to fly over a
location. JTACs and Pilots were genuinely interacting together in four of these scenarios (‘Coop
scenarios’). In two of the missions, the pilot and the JTAC were notified that they would actually
interacting respectively with a simulated PilotBot and a simulated JtacBot (‘No coop scenarios’).
In two of the missions, the pilots and the JTACs were not informed that they were performing the
mission with their artificial counterpart (”Fake coop scenarios”). This approach allowed to control
for potential confounds but also to compare participants’ physiological and neurophysiological
responses when interacting with a human or an artificial agent. Electrophysiological, physiological
and subjective data were collected during each scenario. Ten couples (20 participants) took part
in the experiment. This work was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Comité
d’Ethique de Recherche de l’Université de Toulouse (IRB00011835-2019-05-28-149)
Results
Our preliminary findings disclosed that human JTAC-Pilot dyads performed as well as Human-
Bots dyads whether the humans were aware that they were playing with a Bot or not. These
findings indicated that the design of our protocol was successful and that 1) humans can be fooled
by AI, and that 2) humans can behave in a natural way with AI. Interestingly enough, our analyses
revealed that the cardiac activity of the JTACs and pilots was more synchronized when they were
collaborating together than when they were playing with AI. Similarly, EEG analyses disclosed
increased cerebral efficiency and connectivity between the two brains of the teammates when
they were actually cooperating compared to when they were cooperating with AI. Further analyses
revealed that the missions that were successfully achieved led to higher brain connectivity that the
one who failed, suggesting better cooperation at the ‘neural’ level between the two brains. These
preliminary results open promising perspectives for the design of neuroadaptive technology on
the battlefield. The next steps of the Hyperscan project will consist in collecting data from more
participants and to implement an online analysis pipeline.
ICCAS 2020 Lessons learnt from Boeing 737 M …
Lessons learnt from Boeing 737 MAX accidents about
human factor considerations in aircraft design and
certification
Content
Recently two newly certified Boeing 737-8 (MAX) (Lion Air flight JT610 and Ethiopian Airlines
flight ET302) crashed within 4 months resulting in 346 fatalities. The causes of both accidents are
similar: the unintended and repetitive activations of the Maneuvering Characteristics Augmenta-
tion System (MCAS), which resulted in repetitive aircraft nose down commands through horizon-
tal stabilizer trim. The crews were not able to resolve the abnormal situation. Flight LNI043 just
preceding the JT610 accident faced a similar situation resolved with major difficulties.
MCAS is a flight law, implemented in Flight Control Computers (FCC), introduced by Boeing in
B737 type definition as part of the modification from NG to MAX and certified under FAA regula-
tions, the resulting amended type certificate being validated by various other aviation authorities.
One common root cause to the 3 events is that pilot’s FCC is fed with erroneous data from left
angle of attack (AoA) sensor, thus triggering MCAS. This led to increased crew workload at low
altitude with 3 simultaneous visual cockpit alerts and a physical alert (stick shaker); an expected
alert (AOA DISAGREE) was not raised because of a design issue whose resolution was ongoing.
During the 2 accident flights, crews were not able to correctly identify the aircraft situation and
take related actions for continued safe flight. It required 3 minutes and 40 seconds to LNI043 crew
to resolve the abnormal situation with the help of an additional crewmember.
Boeing’s assumptions and evaluation methods used for safety assessment of the modified longi-
tudinal control of B737 MAX apparently did not sufficiently consider cockpit effects (workload,
situation awareness) of MCAS unintended activation and its possible causes (e.g. erroneous AoA),
nor the resulting crew actions. They are based on engineering experience and regulatory require-
ments/guidance, complemented by interpretation in the context of successive aircraft modifica-
tions on B737 type.
Through analysis of official reports, our aim is to evaluate, with a safety improvement perspec-
tive, the following underlying human and human-machine interaction factors that may have con-
tributed to those accidents.
- Cockpit situational awareness and pilot recognition of failures, in highly integrated aircraft sys-
tems: helping pilots to diagnose failures and prioritize its actions with quick reaction time and
appropriate understanding of abnormal situation (application of CS/FAR25.1322);
- Assumptions about crew behavior during design and system safety analysis: complexity of full
evaluation of abnormal scenarios based on regulatory guidance and previously validated assump-
tions, emphasized when modifying an existing safety-proven aircraft (consideration of human fac-
tors impacts and training as a related areas in application of 21A.101 - Change Product Rule)
- Decision taking for design choices: design decisions about MCAS could be seen as a “tunnel effect”
with a focus on positive compliance demonstration to prescriptive requirements, and insufficient
design-to-safety considerations possibly aided by low involvement of airworthiness engineers at
appropriate levels;
- Maintenance human factors: as human decisions in maintenance significantly contributed to er-
roneous AoA value in JT610 accident, improvement of troubleshooting and repair to perform an
evaluation of the airworthiness status of integrated aircraft system.
ICCAS 2020 Augmenting fighter pilot training …
Augmenting fighter pilot training with a
non-invasive eye-tracking system: An evaluation in
an operational training context
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Augmenting fighter pilot training with a non-invasive eye-tracking system: An evalua-
tion in an operational training context
Kyle M. Wilson, Alexander Robinson, Rama Myers, Patrick Nolan, & Michael G. Lenné
ABSTRACT
Objective & Significance
The proposed presentation discusses research indicating that pilot training can be improved us-
ing eye tracking technology. This study has been conducted with subject matter experts in an
operational training context, demonstrating feasibility for real-world use.
Background
A pilot’s eye behaviour can give important clues about how they are allocating their attention and
what their level of situation awareness is. Eye tracking systems have considerable potential as a
training tool, as they provide an accurate and objective way to measure eye behaviour. While many
previous systems have been impractical outside of laboratory settings, new console-mounted tools
have emerged which enable precise eye and head-tracking without requiring a physical device to
be worn by the pilot. The current research involves a mixed methods study of a console-mounted
eye-tracking system for flight crew training in an introductory fighter pilot training context. The
primary aim is to determine whether providing instructors with an objective real-time visualisa-
tion of students’ scanning behaviour facilitates training.
Methods
Data is being collected across several months in a full flight simulator environment. Participants
are training instructors (N = 6) and students (N = 4) involved in introductory fighter pilot training
within the Royal Australian Air Force. Students’ eye and head movements are tracked using a
camera integrated into the simulator cockpit, and a prototype Crew Training System application
then overlays the eye and head movements onto the instructors’ visual display of the cockpit in
real-time. The primary manipulation used is the availability of real-time eye-tracking for training
instructors; while students’ eye movements will be recorded in both a control and an intervention
condition, eye movement data is only visible to instructors in the intervention condition. Sub-
jective data is being recorded through questionnaires and interviews. Interviews are being used
to collect rich qualitative data from instructors on how they used the eye tracking data and how
this compared to the control condition (where the data was not present). Questionnaires include
ratings of workload, situation awareness, instructors’ perceived ability to recognise scanning be-
haviour, and system usability. Ethical clearance for this project was provided by the Departments
of Defence and Veterans Affairs Human Research Ethics Committee.
Results & Implication
Providing instructors with a real-time visualisation of students’ glance behaviour is expected to
facilitate coaching and improve training outcomes. Specifically, it is expected to improve instruc-
tors’ ability to diagnose scanning-related issues and increase their situation awareness of students’
performance, relative to the control condition where the eye movement data is not present. The
primary implication of this is that eye tracking technology may be an assistive tool during pilot
training and could help training providers up-skill pilots faster.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed therein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
those of Defence or DVA, or reflect requirements under extant policy.
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Cognitive and Action Sequence Prediction using
Deductive Reasoning
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Early in the process of the development of an aircraft cockpit, although the designers always in-
troduce a set of operational procedures with the expectation that all pilots would follow, it is very
difficult to guarantee that the flight crew will do exactly they are expected to do. The deviation of
the pilots’ operation from the intended procedures may lead to an unsafe situation, and could also
be an indication to the inherent reason for the biases in the pilots’ cognitive process. It became
very obvious that a tool that could help to predict a comprehensive set of possible operations that
the pilots would operate the aircraft will be very useful both in the flight deck design process and
pilot training practices.
This paper presents the development of the researches in the “Cognitive and Action Sequence
Prediction using Deductive Creation Theory (CASEPREDICT)”. Unlike any human-made system
which the response of the system can be predicted to certain degree of accuracy, a human-in-the-
loop system is always associated with a great deal of uncertainty issues which comes from the
cognitive process of human operators. The researches has been centered around flight crew cog-
nitive model and involved the works in the following aspects,
1) The decomposition of the intended tasks into the crew operations in both physical and cognitive
activities
2) An analytical process of the dynamic crew situation awareness procedure
3) The biases of decision making process due to the combination and the temporal sequence of the
incoming information
4) The temporal and precision uncertainties in operational actions
5) Modeling of the pilot-in-the-loop system and virtual experiments that generate the system be-
haviours
6) Experimental methods for obtaining the parameters and characters of the interactions between
the pilots and aircraft system
7) The hierarchy pilot response modes
8) The extraction of operational habits and influential factors
9) Training levels and skill transfer
In order to record and analyze the deduced cognitive and action sequence, a set of coding rules
was also developed, and further performance and workload analyses can be conducted.
The presented work has been a set of combined research activities since 10 years ago and the re-
search results were turned into a software-based development tool. With designated interface to
design layout of the flight deck and functional allocation, the program was successfully applied to
the development and evaluation of the flight deck, including the investigation of correctness and
efficiency of the flight deck function allocation, flight crew workload for given task procedure and
the training courses.
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Mixed-Initiative Planning for Manned-Unmanned
Teaming Missions
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The proposed presentation describes an adaptive mixed-initiative agent which assists during mis-
sion (re-) planning to enable efficient multi-vehicle mission management. Our application com-
prises future military manned-unmanned teaming missions. The mixed-initiative agent is capable
to plan and schedule tasks of manned and unmanned aircrafts. But instead of replacing the hu-
man’s role as mission manager, the agent acts as an additional team member and supports the
human with task proposals and flaw corrections. Therefore, the agent supports on a level, which
was formerly exclusively owned by human operators. The type and extend of support is adapted to
the particular situation automatically. By reducing the pilot’s work share in the planning process,
pilot mental workload can be reduced significantly. However, the probability for lacks in plan
awareness increases.
To evaluate the mixed-initiative planner, we implemented it as real-time-capable software modules
in a full mission flight simulator. Several crews of experienced pilots of the Bundeswehr conducted
a human-machine experimental campaign with the support of the described mixed-initiative plan-
ner. Each crew was exposed to five highly dynamic missions in the mission simulator. During
these missions, changes of the tactical situation (e.g. pop-up threats) and the mission objective
(during flight time) were used provoke high workload situations. We analyzed the overall inter-
action behavior between the human pilot and cognitive agent using objective measures (e.g. time
to pilot’s decision, suitability of decisions). Subjective ratings about the parameters of the agent’s
interventions (necessity, timing, content) and the subjects’ trust in the system were evaluated. Re-
sults show the advantages and high potential of the adaptive mixed-initiative concept especially
in time critical and high workload situations.
The mixed-initiative agent was developed at the Institute of Flight Systems of the University of the
German armed forces as part of a five years project which was completed in 2018. The IFS spinoff
startup company HAT.tec was founded in 2018 in order to build on the research and to further
develop proven concepts and technologies up to and beyond TRL6. HAT.tec currently develops
such adaptive mixed-initiative approaches in cooperation with partners from EU industry.
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Perceptual-motor coupling betwwen Helicopter and
ship during ship deck landing maneuvers
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Helicopter ship landings are challenging operations appealing for further researches and innova-
tions to help pilots safely dealing with a variety of environmental, visual and operational contexts.
Indeed, landing on ship not only differs from land-based landings in the extent that the landing
area is located on the flight deck, which is most of the time oscillating, but also because the visual
environment is often impoverished (e.g., rain, fog, night conditions). In order to improve safety
at deck-landing, the French Aerospace Lab (ONERA) and the French Defense Agency (DGA) are
interested in understanding pilots’ perceptual-motor strategies involved in a such complex task so
as to design ecological interfaces assisting pilots’ landing maneuvers.
The coupling between the heave movements of the ship’s deck and the helicopter altitude was
investigated during ship landing maneuvers performed by expert pilots in an immersive simulator
(PycsHel fixed-base rotorcraft simulator, ONERA). Heave movements of the ship’s deck resulted
from the experimental manipulation of the sea state. Pilots were required to fly the full maneuver
including approach to the deck, hover alongside, transition flight to hover over landing target and
touchdown. Helicopter and ship altitude signals were bined as a function of helicopter-deck dis-
tance. Firstly, Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the two signals were computed within
each bin to investigate the dynamics of the helicopter-deck coupling throughout the full maneuver.
Secondly, Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the energy at impact and the correlation co-
efficients previously gained during the final 15 meters of the landing maneuver were computed to
determine whether helicopter-deck coupling aimed at minimizing energy at impact.
The helicopter-deck coupling was featured during the full landing maneuver by three phases: after
a first uncoupled flight toward the ship (approximately at 450m from ship, i.e. approximately at
50% of the starting distance from ship), pilots secondly synchronized the helicopter’s movements
with the ship’s one, and thirdly phased the helicopter movements with the deck’s one during the fi-
nal part of the maneuver (i.e., hover and touchdown). The helicopter-deck coupling increased with
the increase of ship’s heave movements resulting from the sea state manipulation. When focusing
on the final part of the maneuver, we evidenced that the higher the helicopter-deck coupling was,
the lower the energy at impact is. Together, these results suggest that pilots might couple their
helicopter’s altitude to the ship’s heave movements in a functional way, aiming at improving their
safety by reducing the energy at impact. This preliminary investigation brought fruitful insights
into possible descriptions of ship landing complexity as well as into related interface design.
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Prototyping of Generalized Knowledge Mapping
Structures for Anthropomorphic Situational
(Tactical) Level Safety Protection AI
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In this prospective poster presentation, an overview is given of the family of generalized artifi-
cial memory structures designed to accommodate and use knowledge of an extra-large domain
of complex (off-nominal) flight situations - corner cases with multiple risks. These structures are
considered as a carrier of the situational (tactical) level knowledge base of an anthropomorphic ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) system aimed at flight safety prediction and protection for next-generation
manned and unmanned aircraft and robotic swarms.
The technology is based on the synergy of advantages of a human operator and modern modeling,
simulation, virtual reality and other techniques and technologies in coping with anomalous and un-
known flight situations, including ‘black swan’ events. The following generalized knowledge car-
rying and mapping structures are introduced: flight event, flight process, risk factor, safety palette,
partial safety spectra, integral safety spectrum, flight scenario, situation complexity buildup dia-
gram, multifactorial risk hypothesis, situational tree, safety ‘carpet’, safety window, safety chances
distribution diagram, safety tactical decision tree, danger density dynamic prediction and avoid-
ance cube, and some other concepts.
In order to build a situational level knowledge base, unknown multifactorial operational domains
of flight are explored automatically in advance using a high-fidelity mathematical model of the ‘pi-
lot / automaton - aircraft - operating environment’ system dynamics. For each baseline scenario,
a tree incorporating 102 … 104 ‘what-if’ situations (derivative cases) is generated in fast-time
autonomous flight simulation experiments using a laptop. Then safety related knowledge is au-
tomatically mined from raw data records of virtual ‘flights’ and depicted as ‘a bird’s eye view’
knowledge maps for parallel visual or automatic analysis and safety decision making.
Several metrics are introduced for measuring the performance of a situational knowledge base:
specialization, complexity, safety index, safety category, total flight time (TFT), TFT distribution
over a multifactorial sub-domain, etc. Examples of prototyping and application of the presented
knowledge model are presented. Since 1984, key components of the developed technology were
tested for 30 aircraft types and projects to support aircraft design, flight testing and certification,
pilot training, accident investigation and prevention tasks.
ICCAS 2020 Knowledge Bases Integration
Knowledge Bases Integration
Content
The IBC (“Intégration de Bases de Connaissance” - Knowledge Bases Integration) project addresses
the question of ontology based data integration, in the context of the MMT (Man Machine Team-
ing) initiative. It aims at combining data residing in different actors (aircraft, drone, sattelite, … )
during an air mission scenario and providing users with a unified view of all available data, in a
communication constrained environment.
One of the main classic challenges in such context is semantic interoperability. Interestingly, this
issue is mentioned as a key application of ontologies since its early descriptions. Thus, we propose
an integration-based solution grounded on an ontology-based peer-to-peer mediation architecture,
in which each actor hosts: (1) a global ontology of air missions, giving a formal explicit specifica-
tion of the shared knowledge between actors during missions through a set of concepts, roles and
rules ; (2) mappings, describing the content of distant actors data sources expressed using concepts
from the ontology, and designed according to the well-known Local-As-View approach ; (3) a fact
base, containing data essentially acquired during missions ; and (4) a query evaluation algorithm
based on the ontology, thus able to obtain extra relevant answers through ontological inference.
We present the ontological query evaluation process according to the design choices we made. First
we discuss about the ontology itself and the way we distribute knowledge into an OWL ontology on
one hand and a set of existential rules on the other hand. Then we argue for an ontology-mediated
query answering approach based on backward chaining (as in a logic programming approach). We
focus on strengths and weaknesses of such a reasoning. We describe our in progress implementa-
tion which runs inside a JENA distributed environment, using mainly its backward chaining rule
engine, with data stored as RDF triples inside distributed TDB triple stores. Eventually, we show
how communication risks (communication temporarily suspended, reduced amount of transferred
data, …) can be handled in this context.
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Recognizing Pilot State: Enabling Tailored In-Flight
Assistance Through Machine Learning
Content
Motivation: Moving towards the highly controversial single pilot cockpit, more and more au-
tomation capabilities are added to today’s airliners 1. However, to operate safely without a pilot
monitoring, avionics systems in future cockpits will have to be able to intelligently assist the re-
maining pilot. One critical enabler for proper assistance is a reliable classification of the pilot’s
state, both in normal conditions and more critically in abnormal situations like an equipment fail-
ure. Only with a good assessment of the pilot’s state, the cockpit can adapt to the pilot’s current
needs, i.e. alert, adapt displays, take over tasks, monitor procedures, etc. [2].
Objective and Significance: We present a study, during which we combined gaze data with
recordings of electrodermal activity (EDA), heart rate, aircraft control inputs and aircraft sensor
data to train a pilot state classifier. We hypothesize that a machine learning approach will be
able to differentiate four states: 1) normal, 2) unaware of an existing failure, 3) noticed failure, 4)
working on the resolution of the failure. Harrivel et al. [3] have followed a similar approach, but
not on the proposed selection of sensors and pilot gaze was not included. However, gaze data is
a good indicator for a subject’s attention and can be meaningfully enriched with workload and
stress indicators. This should benefit the proposed pilot state classifier.
Method: In order to record ample training data for the classifier, a study was designed that trans-
fers the complex scenario of an equipment failure into a simplified scenario that can be recorded
with non-pilots and off-the-shelve flight simulation software (Prepar3D v3, simulating a Mooney
Bravo G1000). We recorded data from 30 participants (15 female; M=23.5; SD=3.95; range 18-33)
based on the work by O’Hare et al. [4]. The participants wore an Empatica E4 wristband that
continuously measured their EDA and heart rate, as well as a head-mounted SMI eye tracker, used
to record their eye movements. Moreover, we recorded data from the flight simulator and the
participant’s control inputs. At the start of the experiment, participants answered a demographics
questionnaire and were given theoretical flight training. Next, participants had to take a short
test on cockpit controls and instruments and were introduced to operating the simulator in two
training flights. The main task started immediately after training. In the main task, participants
were asked to take off and fly around eleven hot air balloons on a pre-defined flight path. At six
different points during the flight, the system emulated an equipment failure that caused one of the
instruments on the Garmin G1000 displays (e.g. the attitude indicator) to black out. Participants
were asked to call out these failures as soon as they noticed them. Following their call-out, they
were presented with a math problem distributed over 4 smartphones that were placed around the
instrument displays. The solution had to be selected out of three options on a fifth smart phone,
upon which the failure would be resolved and the blacked out instrument would reappear. After
each of the two test flights and after the main flight, participants completed the NASA Task Load
Index questionnaire.
Discussion: Given the success of previous work in estimating a pilot’s state [3], we anticipate that
our setup will allow us to develop an algorithm that is capable of identifying a pilot’s current state.
We intend to use a Random Forest classifier that shall distinguish the four previously mentioned
states during the different phases of the failure scenario. This can then be used to provide the
proper assistance for the situation at hand.
1 E. L. Wiener, “Cockpit automation,” in Human factors in aviation, Elsevier, 1988, pp. 433–461.
[2] L. Lutnyk, D. Rudi, and M. Raubal, “Towards Pilot-Aware Cockpits”, submitted for publication.
[3] A. R. Harrivel, C. Liles, C. L. Stephens, K. K. Ellis, L. J. Prinzel, and A. T. Pope, “Psychophysio-
logical sensing and state classification for attention management in commercial aviation,” in AIAA
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[4] S. Wright and D. O’Hare, “Can a glass cockpit display help (or hinder) performance of novices
in simulated flight training?,” Appl. Ergon., vol. 47, pp. 292–299, 2015.
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Driver stress detection : identification of thephysiological parameters depending on stressexposure
Content
Driving is a complex activity taking place in a dynamic environment integrating risks and fatal
situations. Many stressors (e.g, complexity of the situation, imminent danger, short or long expo-
sure) may lead to stress states (e.g, anxiety, distress, fatigue). Stress states represent also a threat
for drivers as they may affect emotions and cognitive abilities. It results in inappropriate driving
behaviors, sometimes dangerous for the safety of the driver. This is precisely the close link be-
tween driver stress and substantial risk of accidents that has pushed the players of road safety and
the automotive company to highlight the problem of driver stress. The challenge consists to im-
prove the detection, evaluation, and understanding of the driver stress to design new technologies
informing the driver of his stress condition or offering stress-reducing solutions adapted to the
driving situation.
In this context, the current study has been led to improve the detection, evaluation and under-
standing of the driver stress. A stress induction has been conducted in driving simulator where
stress measures and evaluations were performed. The stress induction was carried out by different
driving scenarios integrating various levels of stressful situations (i.e, quiet driving in a country,
driving with traffic in a city, and driving with traffic and loss of control in highway) and one-off
stressful events (e.g, animal or pedestrian crossing the road, car driving in the opposite direction).
The stress response resulting from stressful situations and one-off stressful events were measured
by sensors of cardiac and respiratory activities. Although the physiological sensors were the same
between stressful situations and one-off stressful events, different physiological parameters were
calculated for each one. The objective was to find physiological parameters adapted to the type
of exposure to the stressors, whether long-term and permanent (such as stressful situations) or
short-term and one-off (such as one-off stressful events), in order to detect as many stress states as
possible. Finally, to go further in the understanding of driver stress, self-reports were completed
to bring a different level of stress response understanding, more subjective than physiological mea-
sures, but not less informative. In addition, self-reports were used to highlight potential individual
factors influencing the stress response.
The main results will be reported on the poster and could constitute useful information to design
stress detection technologies in driving and in flight.
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Mental Workload Classification with fNIRS using
Temporal Convolutional Networks
Content
Neuroimaging classification with functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) can be used for
applications such as Brain Computer Interface (BCI) and Brain Machine Interface (BMI). BCI/BMI
provide a means for decoding brain signals into actions, thus providing a means of communica-
tion for people suffering with paralysis such as conditions such as locked-in syndrome (LIS), spinal
cord injury [3].
This paper demonstrates that fNIRS can be used effectively for BCI using four-way classification of
left and right motor imagery (MI), mental arithmetic (MA) and rest tasks. 36-channel fNIRS data,
capturing hemodynamic signals from frontal, motor and visual cortex from 29 subjects during an
experimental paradigm consisting of left, right motor imagery, mental arithmetic and rest states
is used. The data is obtained from an open access dataset 1. Each experiment in 1 consisted of
six sessions: three sessions of left and right-hand MI and three sessions of MA and baseline tasks
(taking a rest without any thought). Each session consisted of a 60-s pre- and post-experiment rest
period, and 20 repetitions of the task (LMI/RMI/MA/rest). fNIRS optical intensity signals are con-
verted into HbO and HbR concentration changes using modified Beer Lambert Law (mBLL). The
fNIRS sampling frequency is 10-Hz. HbO and HbR are applied to a third-order bandpass Cheby-
shev filter with cut-off frequencies of 0.01-Hz and 0.1-Hz to attenuate physiological noise caused
by respiration, motion artifact and heartbeat.
Traditional classification techniques, such as SVM and KNN, require feature-selection including
mean, standard deviation and kurtosis and preprocessing, which do not necessarily result in op-
timum classification. To avoid the requirement for manual feature selection, the use of Temporal
Convolutional Networks (TCN) [2] is proposed for the classification of fNIRS time-series with
minimum pre-processing, and without requiring feature extraction. TCN utilizes stacked residual
blocks, where the core element of a residual block is a dilated causal convolutional neural network
with scaled dilation factors d, with multiple values such as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64. A dilated convolu-
tion is a type of convolution where the filter length is programmed by dilations across layers [4].
Dilated convolution is used to achieve a larger receptive field with a small number of parameters
and layers, and thus can be significantly more efficient than a recurrent neural network. Two di-
lated causal convolution networks with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation are stacked to form
the residual block. A kernel size of 8 is chosen for the network. The receptive field for the causal
convolution layer is calculated using F(n) = F(n-1) + [kernel size(n)-1] * dilation(n). The deep neu-
ral network is trained and tested on all subjects. The average classification accuracy using fNIRS
across all subjects for LMI vs. RMI is 76.8% (59% in 1) and MA vs. rest is 85.1% (81% in 1) and
the four-class classification is 66.5%. The average classification accuracy for MA vs rest is better
than LMI vs RMI as the subjects are prone to fatigue and sleepiness during motor imagery tasks
1. LMI vs RMI accuracy and the four-class classification accuracy can potentially be improved by
improving the motor imagery data collection.
1 J. Shin et al., “Open Access Dataset for EEG+NIRS Single-Trial Classification,” IEEE Trans. Neural
Syst. Rehabil. Eng., vol. 25, no. 10, pp. 1735–1745, Oct. 2017.
[2] S. Bai, J. Z. Kolter, and V. Koltun, “An Empirical Evaluation of Generic Convolutional and
Recurrent Networks for Sequence Modeling,” arXiv:1803.01271 [cs], Apr. 2018.
[3] N. Naseer and K.-S. Hong, “Decoding Answers to Four-Choice Questions Using Functional near
Infrared Spectroscopy,” Journal of Near Infrared Spectroscopy, vol. 23, no. 1, pp. 23–31, Feb. 2015.
[4] A. van den Oord et al., “WaveNet: A Generative Model for Raw Audio,” arXiv:1609.03499 [cs],
Sep. 2016.
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Human intelligent Machine Team collaboration
towards single pilot operations
Content
During a flight, pilots must master complex situations, while facing increasing system complexity
due to the amount and type of information available. As part of the Horizon 2020-funded pro-
gramme of work, Clean Sky 2, Co2Team (Cognitive Collaboration for Teaming) pursues the idea
that a system based on artificial intelligence can effectively support the pilot using cognitive com-
puting towards single pilot operations.
To create collaboration between the pilot and the intelligent agent, an innovative bi-directional
communication paradigm and an intelligent allocation of roles and tasks are needed, based on the
concept of keeping “pilot in the loop”. In this way it is possible to benefit and enhance the most
effective skills of pilots, such as decision-making, to achieve flight objectives and guarantee a max-
imum level of safety and better acceptability.
In our state of the art, we examine the different human factors identified in the literature that are
involved in the integration of an intelligent agent for cockpit operations with all that this implies
in terms of complexity.
We consider that the Human intelligent Machine Team (HiMT) will operate in a cockpit and will
therefore deal with the automated systems of the aircraft. We examine the advantages and weak-
nesses of automation of the avionics and how Cognitive Computing could address them or help
manage them. We are interested in the interactions between man and machine and how these
interactions would be with a Cognitive Computing Teammate (CCT). The objective being to form
a hybrid HiMT, we study the different aspects of communication in order to keep the most familiar
way of collaboration for the pilot (i.e. Human-human). And it’s through this bi-directional verbal
and non-verbal communication that this man-agent collaboration will be possible. Because this
team will operate in a fast-evolving, risky and uncertain environment with high level of responsi-
bility in terms of safety issues, the cultural effect and context on communication in a small-group
are considered, based on what is already applied, such as Crew Resource Management and how to
adapt it to a HiMT.
We address one further interesting issue: teaming from a cognitive point of view, for each individ-
ual and as a team. Team cognition is a dynamic team activity inextricably linked to context that
applies to the team (i.e. shared mental model). This implies that the CCT must also be endowed
with the ability to deduce certain elements from a real situation (i.e. theory of mind).
The use of AI does not escape the need for mutual trust between the pilot and the CCT, nor the trust
the team will establish in the avionics. Therefore, we explore how trust is created and maintained
at the right level, to avoid under and over trust. We examine decision making and risk manage-
ment to understand how the CCT may assist the pilot, using the same schemas as the human, and
avoiding some cognitive biases.
Thus, by taking human factors into account, the power of human-machine symbiosis can be en-
hanced as pilots and CCT collaborate by doing what they do best.
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Human factors evaluation of tangible devices for
airplane cockpit
Content
In airliner cockpits, pilots interact with aircraft systems via specialized interfaces, grouped into
functional units and displayed on different screens dedicated to each of the crew’s main activities.
They operate these systems and digital displays with physical controllers: buttons, switches, pulls,
joysticks… (Vinot et al. 2016). Recently, many aircraft manufacturers and suppliers have proposed
innovative cockpit concepts based on the use of touch screens (Alapetite et al. 2012). The touch
cockpit concept allows manufacturers to offer high-performance, adaptive (to the flight context
and the new needs of air transport), and generic product lines to address civil or military avion-
ics. However, contrary to current physical interactors, whose perception and manipulation are
also promoted via the sense of touch and proprioception, the touchscreen interfaces suffer severe
limitations in operational settings: they place a high demand on the visual channel to adjust the
actions, thus eyes- free interaction is nearly impossible [ 8]; they are extremely complex to use
during turbulent conditions (Cockburn et al. 2017); perception of the information can be difficult
because the screen can get dirty or because of the presence of smoke in the cockpit (Vinot et al.
2016); and their usability is markedly reduced by stress or cognitive overload (Boy 2012). A pos-
sible avenue to improve the safety and efficiency of touch-based interaction in the cockpit can be
to combine the advantages of touchscreen interfaces and physical controllers into tangible devices
(Del Castillo and Couture 2016).
In the aviation domain, several studies have already put forward the advantages of tangibility.
During an abstract piloting task, Pauchet et al. (Pauchet et al. 2018) showed that digital tangible
interactors can reduce visual demand, mental workload, and require less visual attention, allowing
participants to concentrate more on other cockpit tasks. Cockburn et al. established that the
possibility to stabilize the interacting arm improve the user performance with touchscreens during
turbulence (Cockburn et al. 2017). In addition, Case-Smith et al. previously showed that the
distal effort is lower when the proximal effort is reduced (Case-Smith et al. 1989). In this respect,
tangibility is also likely to improve physical interaction performance and safety.
To measure the usability of tangibility we conducted a human factor evaluation of two tangible
interactive displays designed to address the severe limitations of touchscreens in airliner cock-
pits. Sixteen participants performed easy and difficult abstract piloting tasks under three levels
of turbulence. During piloting, three parallel tasks were performed with the tangibles prototypes
to characterize their pro and cons in terms of interaction robustness, situational awareness, and
perception.
Our results confirmed that interaction performance degrades and muscular effort in the shoulder
increases with turbulence. However, tangible interaction was associated with higher performance
to the piloting task and with a higher situational awareness, most likely because this interaction
mode had better visual properties and could free some critical attentional resources. Tangible
interaction also allowed a general reduction of the physical effort because it helped to stabilize the
user arm.
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A New Approach to Intelligent Assistance: Cognitive
Shadow
Content
We introduce a prototype intelligent cognitive assistant that continuously learns the decision pat-
tern of the user online, instantly recognizes deviations from that pattern as potential errors and
then alerts the user accordingly. The decision model built by the cognitive assistant (henceforth,
referred to as the “Cognitive Shadow”) through its interaction with an expert can potentially out-
perform the human decision maker – as humans are vulnerable to fatigue and distraction and
may deviate from their expert decision pattern. Formally capturing expert mental models is well-
known to be a major challenge for the system engineering of decision support solutions since
decision makers are often not fully aware of – or cannot verbally express – the basis for their ex-
pert judgments. However, successful elicitation and formalization of expert mental models have
the potential to provide the underlying algorithms for designing cognitive assistants capable of
improving decision quality by recognizing errors in cases where the decision maker is diverging
from his usual judgment patterns. The “cognitive shadow” method proposed herein outlines such
a decision support capability based on a policy capturing procedure applicable to real-time (or
off-line) dynamic decision making. The system learns using a mix of statistical and supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms, autonomously performing model comparison and selection. The tool
actually shadows the decision maker by un-intrusively monitoring the situation and comparing
its own decisions to those of the human decision maker, and then provides advisory warnings in
case of a mismatch. The tool may also provide recommendations on demand (e.g., when the user is
overloaded or uncertain). The support methodology is designed to be minimally intrusive to avoid
an increase in cognitive load. Importantly, user trust is likely to be a key asset since the cognitive
shadow is derived from one’s own judgments. While policy capturing has been successfully ap-
plied for decades through post-hoc analysis, it has yet to be automated and applied in real-time for
error prevention in safety-critical tasks. There are human-machine interaction, cognitive human
factors and UX design challenges that arise with the use of such a cognitive shadowing method-
ology. Work is in progress to assess the impact on performance, workload, real-time interactivity
and trust in the decision support capability. One key issue pertains to whether the system’s real-
time advisory warnings should be accompanied by a concurrent indication of model reliability, or
if this complementary information should be presented offline in order to avoid any potential dis-
ruptive effects during time-pressured dynamic decision-making. One appealing prospect of this
work is the potential to leverage artificial intelligence to increase safety and human effectiveness
while keeping the human decision maker fully in charge and accountable. This approach also of-
fers a unique potential for training applications by helping novices using real-time feedback from
advisory models extracted from experts. The cognitive shadowing approach is deemed applica-
ble to a large variety of domains such as supervisory control, intelligence analysis and security
surveillance, and of particular relevance in high-reliability organizations with low tolerance for
error.
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Ngagement– Rapid design and evaluation of
complex systems in virtual reality settings
Content
In recent years, manufacturers have increased their efforts to optimize their innovation processes
and make the most of scientific and technological advances in the field of human behavioral and
physiological analysis.
The development of the Ngagement platform is the result of the collaboration between the techno-
logical research institute B<>Com and Human Design Group. The objective is to shorten industrial
design and production cycles with two strong ambitions. The first is to offer a fully digitized de-
sign phase in virtual reality allowing design variations with great flexibility while generating a
good feeling of immersiveness. The Ngagement platform proposes a hardware and software de-
sign lab (HMI - FabLab) allowing to import 2D or 3D elements and to place them in a tangible
virtual design room. It also allows to modify HMI or interactions, define on-the-fly scenarios and
describe agent’s behavior (eg.: systems and autonomous avatars). The second ambition is a rapid
assessment capability based on real-time indicators combining subjective data collection, perfor-
mance measurements and physiological indicators that are sufficiently discriminating to be able to
determine how changes made during the design phases may impact the performance of operators.
Different indicators can be used, but we have chosen to include an index of cognitive load which
is generally seen as a key indicator to determine the effectiveness of human-machine cooperation.
The index of cognitive load is very interesting to assess, for example, whether operators are capa-
ble of performing their tasks that have to be carried out in parallel and help us to go beyond their
subjective feeling when managing the complex systems at their disposal.
We have created a model for cognitive load estimation based on machine learning. Today, an im-
portant challenge is to increase the model’s performance and make it transferable in several types
of environments and domains (automotive, aviation, defence, energy, health). We thus developed
experimental settings in virtual reality that combine subjective, behavioral and physiological sig-
nals for increasing the multi-sensor database of reference. The Ngagement engine also feature a
logging of user interactions which helps quantifying potential slips or lapses during the scenarios.
Our results also show that real-time indicators are very valuable when used in conjunction with
classical subjective measurements and facilitate the debriefing at the end of the evaluation. The
measurements increase diagnosticity of problematic situations that could otherwise be overlooked
during offline analyses and help generating new recommendations for the next design iterations.
The Ngagement platform is an important step for user-centric design of complex system allowing
to create, simulate and test within minutes in the process.
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Sense of agency during human-robot interaction
Content
The sense of agency experienced in joint action is thus a central subjective dimension of human
sociality. In a series of 3 experiments, we explore the development of we-agency when interacting
with robot. Combining a Social Simon
task with the intentional binding effect, we explore (1) the emergence of self and we-agency in
joint action and (2) the impact of the nature of the partner (human Vs Social robot Vs Computer)
on the development of we-agency.
Our two first experiments show that a vicarious sense of agency developed when co-acting with
another human agent but not with a computer. Moreover, EEG data indicated a decrease in task
involvement when engaged in human-computer interaction. A third experiment shows that the
social nature of the artificial agent can modulate the development of we-agency, but also that the
emergence
of a we-unit can alter the development of the self-agency. Taken together, the different studies
presented suggest that the science of agency provide us new conceptual tools and measures to
analyze agent-system interaction.
Dr BERBERIAN, Bruno (ONERA)
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Exploring the relation between Metacognition,
Multi-tasking and stress.
Content
When people do multiple tasks at the same time, it is often found that their performance is worse
relative to when they do those same tasks in isolation. Indeed, error rates and response times (the
Type 1 performance) have been repeatedly found to increase when multitasking. However, one
aspect that has received little empirical attention in comparison, is whether observers are aware
of these effects (their Type 2 performance). In a previous study, using a simple dual-task visual
paradigm, we found that metacognition was unaffected by multitasking. In order to understand if
this result could be generalised to other types of multitasking, we further developed a multi-modal
paradigm, involving a motor tracking task, a visual detection task, and an auditory n-back task.
We made participants perform these tasks in different combinations of single-, dual-, and triple-
tasking, and asked them to assess their own performance on a trial-by-trial basis. Comparing
these different conditions, we discuss our results in the light of the influence that multitasking,
and the specific type of task, has both on type 1 and type 2 performance, as well as on participants’
metacognitive bias. Finally, we explore how stress impact these different measures.
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AN ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THEEFFECTS OF COGNITIVE FATIGUE ON REACTIVEAND PROACTIVE ACTION CONTROL
Content
Complex activities require a sustained mental effort that causes cognitive fatigue. This fatigue
may be the source of errors by disrupting action control. In this study, we examined its effects on
reactive and proactive action control. Two groups performed a Simon task (a conflict task) after
completing a fatigue-inducing task (a dual task combining a 2-back task and a parity judgment
task, Borragàn et al., 2017) in which the cognitive load was high or low. In order to measure
reactive and proactive control, we evaluated the correction rate, distributional analyses and the
Gratton effect based on electromyographic analyses. We observed that fatigue have only impaired
proactive control. Participants in the high load condition were less able to adjust their behavior
after observing a conflict. These results are in line with previous studies which posit a change to
less demanding strategies when participants became mentally
fatigued.
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Evaluating Stress Through Thermal Imaging
Cameras
Content
There is evidence that a high cognitive workload may hamper human performance. In the
context of piloting, it is important to investigate the factors that induce such situations. This can
be done using sensors that capture behavioral and physiological responses. However, used
sensors are often cumbersome and require physical contact (EEC, fNIRS). We need sensors that
can operate and access physiological parameters uninvasively. In this sense, thermal imaging-
based physiological monitoring is an active research topic. It grants remote and unobtrusive
access to the distribution of the temperature on the surface of objects and skin, by interpreting
the emitted electromagnetic radiations reflected on the surface. Therefore, physiological
behaviors can be remotely evaluated through thermal cameras. Recent developments of small
and pervasive devices provide affordable mobile thermal image cameras.
The human face is often considered as the area of most marked temperature fluctuation (Ziegler,
2006). It is assumed that skin temperature is tightly linked to the blood irrigation of tissue.
Modulation of this irrigation reflects the thermoregulation of nervous system responses. Most
proposed techniques used a region-of-interest (ROI) to delineate the area where the temperature
is calculated. The location of the ROI implicitly defines the type of physiological behavior to
study. As an example, a ROI on the nose area is used to quantify stress from the temperature
variation in the area (Cho. Nose Heat: Exploring Stress-induced Nasal Thermal Variability
through Mobile Thermal Imaging. December 2019). This is limited in its requirements to define
a fixed region to track, hence, it requires the participant to remain still during the tasks. In our
approach, we use a robust method that tracks human face, and then yield the exact position of the
nose via facial landmarks detection. All skin regions do not respond similarly to thermal
stimulations, therefore, we will further investigate other areas (forehead, periorbital).
The current research extends earlier works on cognitive workload through thermal imaging to the
piloting context. In our setup, the face of 20 participants will be tracked in a realistic flight
simulator, using a deep-neural-network-based approach, and a facial landmark detector to
retrieve a polygon that represents the nose. A custom tracker is employed to assess the validity of
the captured nose region. We are therefore able to capture changes in temperature of participants
while they are performing the experiment tasks with a normal freedom of movement. We use an
Optris 400 IR camera with a temperature range between -20° to 900℃ (error range = 2℃),
sampled at 80Hz, covering a spectral range of 7.5-13 micrometers, with a resolution of 382 x 288
pixel.
While this study provides evidence of the benefit of thermal imaging for knowing when
demanding events occur during a flight or air traffic activities, an in-depth evaluation with
different tasks, different sensors, different illuminations or multi-features tracking would be
interesting. Moreover, our method can be used to derive other parts of the human body that could
become interesting ROIs to investigate. We hope this study will engage the community to
explore the approach further.
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Autonomous Cars: State of the art
Content
During recent years, Autonomous vehicles are considered one of the most important technology
used in transportation, Several companies are racing to put self-driving vehicles on the road by
2020 like Uber for instance. Self-driving cars, autonomous car, driver-less cars - different names
with common objectives, by using the new technologies such as machine learning and deep learn-
ing, we can achieve the objectives of self-driving cars among which we find improving access (all
users despite the age, localization ,..), increasing efficiency (the productivity in time of driving),
and providing optimal safety while rolling which is considered as the most important mission to
achieve.
In this article, we defined the terminology related to autonomous vehicles, as well as levels of au-
tomation. Afterwards, we studied one the main tasks of autonomous vehicles perception, which
various scenarios of driven for hardware configuration design in autonomous vehicles and com-
pared these scenarios. Various parameters are chosen to have a relative comparison among differ-
ent scenario. Moreover, challenges and future research directions are also discussed in this article.
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Parking availability prediction in Smart City
Content
Smart cities are part of the ongoing advances in technology to provide a better life quality to its
inhabitants. Urban mobility is one of the most important components of smart cities. Due to the
growing number of vehicles in these cities, urban traffic congestion is becoming more common. In
addition, finding places to park even in car parks is not easy for drivers who run in circles. Studies
have shown that drivers looking for parking spaces contribute up to 30\% to traffic congestion. In
this context, it is necessary to predict the spaces available to drivers in parking lots where they
want to park. We propose in this paper a new system that integrates the IoT and a predictive
model based on ensemble methods to optimize the prediction of the availability of parking spaces
in smart parking. The tests that we carried out on the Birmingham parking data set allowed to
reach a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 0.06% on average with the algorithm of Bagging Regression
(BR). This results have thus improved the best existing performance by over 6.6% while dramatically
reducing system complexity.
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In the A400M operational test program led by the French Air Warfare Center, the Human Factor
Department was tasked to carry out a workload analysis for tactical missions. The final objective
is to define the profile of a third crew member. This additional crew member could be integrated
in tactical missions to assist the two pilots crew.
The Human Factor specialists have used the following methodology. First, we analysed the two
pilot crews activity to identify limits of the task sharing, limits of the procedures and critical sit-
uations related to goal achievement and security. Then we have understood the effects of the
determining factors in order to produce ergonomics recommandations. All the valuations were
performed during international tactical exercices. No specific demands related to the study were
expressed and workload assessment was integrated in planned tactical missions.
The first step consisted in the qualification of experimental protocol with correlations between
subjective and objective workload data. Eyetracking, subjective task load scale, observation and
interviews brought valid data. Yet, some limitations emerged due to the need of tools synchroniza-
tion.
During the second step, real drops have been performed and significantly affected the crew work-
load. At this stage, the need for a better understanding of the A400M crews activity appeared nec-
essary for a further analysis. Thus, the job analysis was extended with a restitution mission tool
and the integration of check-list procedures. Results showed the effect of experimental workload
and other parasitic workloads. However, overall workload was not consistent with operational
activity due to the lack of coordination with others aircraft.
The third step was the opportunity to analyse crews activity in collaborative tasks. Tactical mis-
sions have induced coordination with multirole friendly fighter aircrafts and air traffic control. At
this point, workload analysis was not quantitative anymore with overload detection but stricly
qualitative by assessment of synergy and efficient task sharing. Produced recommandations were
relatively close to the real activity to be directly usable by A400M crews.
Still pending for the last step required, Human Factor specialists need to perform workload assess-
ment in a significant realistic environment. For that purpose, A400M crews have to realize real
drops in a tactical mission which implyes the coordination with friendly fighter aircrafts against
ennemy fighter aircrafts and ennemy ground defense systems.
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Problem.
Analysis of recent accidents and incidents have pointed to monitoring failure as a contributing
factor. Challenges in monitoring are likely to increase as the complexity of automated systems in-
creases, for airplanes, for UAVs, and other supervisory tasks. Improving monitoring skills though
training is one component of reducing monitoring failure and this prompted our research on mon-
itoring and monitoring training.
Method.
In this research we develop a cognitive characterization of monitoring drawing on detailed discus-
sion with pilots and on research literature. We review research on monitoring and particularly
on training monitoring. Based on our characterization of monitoring, we recommend promising
approaches to what should be trained and how to train this.
Characterization.
Monitoring has traditionally been approached as sequential fixation of a small number of indicators
(e.g., “six pack”), in a scan pattern. Failure of monitoring is often attributed to lack of adherence
to a specified scan or to lack of vigilance. This characterization does not reflect the work involved,
does not reveal the extensive cognitive activity required, and does not identify promising areas for
training.
Our characterization, or qualitative model, relies on cognitive and operational perspectives. We
characterize monitoring as the process of building and updating an understanding of the current
situation (the Situation Model), supported by appropriate task management that coordinates mon-
itoring with other activities. The Situation Model draws on and may be initiated by information in
a mental model, a structured mental representation in long term memory, typically a causal model
of how some system works.
The Situation Model is at the center of a cycle of activities that draw on and update the Situation
Model. Three broad activities organize the monitoring cycle, here described from the perspective
of the Pilot Monitoring. 1) Identify what you need to know next based on the Situation Model,
from recognizing a gap, a need for an updated value, an inconsistency, or a puzzle in the Situation
Model. This can include recognition that the current situation is understood and attention should
be turned to non-monitoring tasks. 2) Find the value of the needed information. This includes
understanding how to access the information and how to interpret the values found. It includes
updating the Situation Model and comparing actual and expected values. 3) Assess status and
need for action. The comparison of actual and expected values feeds into status assessment, and
whether/what action is needed. If a control action is needed urgently, take control and execute
the action; alternatively, a needed upcoming action may become the target of monitoring on your
next cycle.
Training.
This model of monitoring identifies a number of required skills, many of which are amenable to
training. We reviewed training literature focused on situation assessment and awareness across a
variety of dynamic and safety critical domains. Our training recommendations identify trainable
skills for executing the cycle of updating and using the Situation Model and propose a structure
for introducing relevant concepts and providing application and practice.
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The modern manufacturing environment is very stressful for operators in charge of the produc-
tion process. Unexpected events may deteriorate the operators’ performance by increasing their
mental stress and workload. To overcome this phenomenon, several production scheduling and
rescheduling tools have been developed. Nowadays, these decision support systems (DSS) are as-
sumed to reduce operators’ workload because they automatically reschedule the production plan-
ning. However, findings from the literature remain equivocal. Indeed, the effect of DSS has only
been reported at a subjective level and in the absence of disruptions. Given that the modern manu-
facturing environment is increasingly using DSS to help operators in their decisions, it is important
to understand if workload can really explain the drop in operators’ performances and how they
could be improved by DSS. We performed a semi-systematic literature review on six databases
(PsycInfo, PsycArticles, IEEE explore, Pubmed, Google Scholar, and Web of science) regarding the
effect of DSS on operators’ performance and workload. This literature review underlines the lack
of research on this specific research question. As an opening, we propose a neuroergonomic exper-
imental protocol designed to investigate this question of particular interest in rescheduling tasks.
This innovative and new protocol is programmed using Matlab. Participants have to schedule the
production planning (e.g. 15 tasks) on a limited number of resources (e.g. 5 machines). In some
trials, unexpected events such as the unavailability of a resource may occur. As a result, partici-
pants have to reschedule all the production planning. In some of the trials, they can use the help
of the decision support system that instantly proposes a new production schedule, whereas in the
remaining trials they can’t use it. Workload and stress are evaluated using subjective measures (e.g.
the NASA-TLX for workload, and the Perceived Stress Scale for stress), behavioral ones (e.g. ac-
curacy and response time) as well as physiological ones (i.e. electroencephalography - EEG - and
electrocardiography - ECG). This study paves the way towards developing the neuroergonomic
approach on DSS use and the manufacturing environment.
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Integration of Unmanned Aircraft in non-segregated airspace is one of the major challenges pre-
venting a wide deployment of UAS systems. A key component in achieving airspace integration
is the Command and Control Link. Collins Aerospace has been working in supporting standard-
ization efforts and developing a certifiable, small and light Line of Sight C2 link solution for UAV.
The intent of the proposed paper is to provide an overview of the latest developments in C2 link
standardization for UAS integration in non-segregated airspace together with an overview of pro-
totyping and testing efforts carried out by Collins Aerospace in that domain.
Collins Aerospace has been working over the last eight year in supporting standardization and
developing a prototype to validate RTCA standard. The prototype implementation from Collins
Aerospace operates in the dedicated UAS Command and Control bands and implements all wave-
forms modes as defined in the DO362 standard. Those waveforms are specifically designed to
ensure maximum level of robustness for command and control data and minimize latencies. They
are designed to cope with traffic such as ATC voice relay, Detect and Avoid data or Weather data.
One of the key challenges besides robustness it to ensure a maximum number of users can share a
small amount of spectrum. To that end, the waveforms are designed to meet a very tight spectrum
masks and radios have to be able to sustain strong adjacent interferers.
The paper will go into more details of the DO-362 waveform characteristics, it will present use
cases and test results obtained with the Collins Aerospace developed prototype which flew on
different platforms.
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While most modern commercial airplanes are flown with two pilots, long haul flight operations
require augmented flight crews. While the normal crew complement conducts the takeoff, climb-
out and initial en route segments, additional pilots are on-board. These ‘relief’ pilots will be rested
and ready to take over the flying duties later in the flight. Flight duty times and preand post-
flight rest requirements currently require multiple flight crews per airplane in order to maximize
utilization of the airplane.
Advances in intelligent systems, airspace modernization, human factors, and data links are raising
the possibility of safely and efficiently operating commercial airplanes with reduced flight crews.
As applied to long haul commercial flights, such Reduced Crew Operations (RCO) concepts may
include periods of flight where there is only one pilot in the cockpit while other pilot(s) are taking
prescribed rest periods. In the RCO concept, the normal flight crew complement (for example,
captain and first officer) are in the cockpit for critical flight phases such as takeoff and landing and
then alternate flying and resting during cruise. In the event of abnormal operations or an in-flight
emergency, the resting pilot can be alerted and called to the flight deck.
This paper examines the operational and regulation aspects of Reduced Crew Operations. An im-
pact analysis of the applicable US Federal Aviation Regulations, particularly Part 117 Flight and
Duty Limitations and Rest Requirements: Flight Crew Members, and Part 121 Operating Require-
ments: Domestic, Flag, and Supplemental Operations is presented. This paper provides a summary
of the research into RCO concept of operations, including research jointly conducted by NASA and
Rockwell Collins. Based on the regulation impacts and the studies, this paper identifies the present
operational, procedural, and technical challenges that must be addressed to safely implement Re-
duced Crew Operations.
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Most modern airplanes include automated systems to improve both the efficiency and safety of
flight. By the standards of the automotive industry, these avionics systems are both highly complex
and highly automated.
Ongoing advancements in computing systems and machine learning lead the SAE to publish a
Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road Motor
Vehicles that has become the standard for classifying levels of driving automation. This standard-
ization has provided the automotive industry and the regulatory agencies a useful framework for
exploring and promoting the development of more advanced automated and autonomous systems.
The aviation industry is also benefiting from advancements in technology, with growing interest
in even more advanced flight systems and ultimately fully autonomous solutions. The higher de-
mands of the piloting task relative to the driving task and the more complex nature of modern
airplane systems lead the authors to re-evaluate and tailor the SAE classifications of autonomy
specifically for pilots and avionics solutions.
This paper summarizes a taxonomy of flight automation system levels that Rockwell Collins has
derived from the SAE driving automation system levels. The intent is to provide a similar frame-
work for the exploration and development of advanced automation and autonomous solutions for
avionics.
Similar to the SAE classifications, this paper clarifies the role of both the (human) pilot, and the
automated systems during flight operations at each level of automation. The objective is to pro-
vide scope definition and a useful framework for the development of technical specifications and
related policies, regulations and standards.
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Introduction
Automatic speech recognition system (ASR) contains three main parts: an acoustic model, a lexicon
and a language model. ASR in noisy environments is still a challenging goal because the acoustic
information is not reliable and decreases the recognition accuracy. Better language model gives
limited performance improvement, modeling mainly local syntactic information. In this paper, we
propose a new semantic model to take into account the long-term semantic context information
and thus to remove the acoustic ambiguities of noisy ASR.
Recent developments in natural language processing have led to renewed interest in the field of
distributional semantics. Word embeddings (WE) (T.Mikolov [Mikolov2013] or BERT model [De-
vlin2018]) take into account the semantic contexts of words and have been shown to be effective
for several natural language processing tasks. The efficiency and the semantic properties of these
representations motivate us to explore these WE for our task. Thus, our ASR is supplemented by
a semantic context analysis module in order to detect the poorly recognized words and to propose
new words of similar pronunciation corresponding better to the context. This semantic analysis
re-evaluates (rescoring) the N-best transcription hypotheses and can be seen as a form of dynamic
adaptation in the specific context of noisy data.
Proposed methodology
An effective way to take into account semantic information is to re-evaluate (rescoring) the best
hypotheses of the ASR (N-best). The recognition system provides us for each word of the hypoth-
esis sentence an acoustic score p_acc (w) and a linguistic score p_ml (w). The best sentence is the
one that maximizes the probability of the word sequence:
̂
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In the domain of air traffic, two planes are considered as in a conflict situation when their trajecto-
ries cross each other in certain circumstances of distance at the same time. Air Traffic Management
(ATM) has adopted some rules to avoid such conflicts but the increasing density of aircraft flights
makes conflict situations more and more difficult to anticipate and solve in an optimal way. Deci-
sions to solve conflicts are made manually in real-time and consist of changing aircraft trajectories
to maintain a safe distance between planes. When a conflict is identified, the Air Traffic Controller
(ATCO) has to make a quick decision about the best possible solution using his/her knowledge and
experience. ATCOs have to take into account all the aircraft flight parameters such as its speed,
positioning coordinate, destination, flight plan, as well as its environment, for example, weather,
wind direction, military zone, etc. and the other flights. The air traffic growth is so that the AT-
COs will not be able to face conflict solving in the future if they are not assisted effectively. More
consideration should thus be given to (a) identifying conflict situations (b) assist ATCOs in conflict
solving. Many organizations keep data that could serve these challenges but data from similators
can also be used.
In this communication, we will present the context of aircraft conflicts. We will detail the data
sources that are available and that could be used for conflict detection and automated conflict solv-
ing. Moreover, we will present the data collection we built as a new resource for simulated data
that we intend to deliver to the scientific community as a shared data source.
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In the proposed presentation, we want to give an overview of our research in the domain of
Manned-Unmanned-Teaming (MUM-T) for fighter jets. The Institute of Flight Systems (IFS) aims
to develop a concept of MUM-T for airborne military operations by means of work system analysis
and cockpit simulation of full missions. From that, we develop solutions to the main challenges of
MUM-T.
In future operating environment, mixed teams of manned and unmanned fighter jets might pur-
sue mission goals which formerly were executed by exclusively manned platforms. This requires
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to perform tasks from operations such as Air Interdiction (AI),
Suppression of Enemy Air Defence (SEAD) or Offensive Counter Air (OCA). Furthermore, emerg-
ing technologies such as swarming enable new operational uses and roles in Combined Air Opera-
tions Course (COMAO). However, the implementation of such a operational concept bears major
challenges for human factor engineering, system design and cognitive automation.
In our lab, we implemented a research simulator for a manned fighter jet guiding several unmanned
platforms. We approached this undertaking in a top-down manner: Firstly, we derived scenarios
for future fighter operating environments the analysis of technological trends. Secondly, a suit-
able human-autonomy-teaming concept was derived for these scenarios by conducting a cognitive
work system analysis. Thereby, we identified functional requirements for UAV and cockpit automa-
tion as well as the relation between the jet pilot and the UAVs. Finally, we developed a research
simulator and evaluated our approach in human-machine-experiments with fighter pilots of the
German Luftwaffe as a proof-of-concept.
As the main concept for delegation of UAVs from the cockpit, we present a scalable autonomy
concept flexible enough to express the various tasks and tactics of a fighter jet team. The imple-
mentation of this concept is enabled by autonomous task execution of UAVs and Swarms as well
as a mixed-initiative mission planner to support the pilot in COMAO task delegation and schedul-
ing. To mitigate automation-induced effects such as complexity or opacity, we further developed a
pilot assistance system, adapting its behaviour to the mental state of the pilot in the cockpit. There-
fore, it estimates the pilot mental state (e.g. activity, mental workload, and situation awareness)
and acts accordingly. The developed mission and cockpit simulator fully integrates the described
implementations into one operable system.
Apart from the demonstration of a fully operable MUM-T simulator, the key findings were the
following: The pilots had very high trust in their unmanned team members and appreciated them
as intelligent, capable platforms. The concept of scalable autonomy proved to be a crucial aspect.
On the one hand, a high automation level was chosen for time-critical situations while on the
other hand low-level control was applied to improve automatically generated solutions. Also, the
integration of military operational knowledge into a flexible mission planning and UAV guidance
system enabled the pilots to implement tactical considerations into the mission plan.
Conclusively, MUM-T must be considered an integrated system design problem where various
aspects must be considered ranging from control algorithms to human factors.
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The proposed presentation gives an overview over the challenges introduced by giving control
of multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to the two-person crew of a manned transport heli-
copter, as well as research topics and possible solutions addressing these challenges.
The collaborative deployment of UAV with manned aircraft (Manned-Unmanned Teaming, MUM-
T) can increase survivability and mission effectiveness by providing real-time reconnaissance.
However, giving control of these UAV to the crew of a manned transport helicopter adds a high
number of new tasks to be dealt with by the crew. This poses the threat of introducing a severe
amount of additional workload into the cockpit.
The crew can only leverage the capabilities of UAVs in a MUM-T scenario, if existing and newly
introduced systems are designed with workload efficiency in mind. This can be achieved by the
introduction of high-level, cognitive automation on board the UAV as well as the crewed aircraft.
Automation functions of the UAV focus on providing an abstract, high level way to issue tasks
(Task-Based Guidance) to the system, as well as automation assisted evaluation and processing
of gathered reconnaissance information. Additionally, the UAV are equipped with capabilities to
pursue mission objectives in partial autonomy, if a control access by the crew is impossible (e.g.
because of interrupted or jammed datalinks). Conventional automation on board the manned air-
craft is extended by providing cognitive assistance for mixed-initiative mission planning, reaction
to situation changes and system management. Planning will be supported by an automated tac-
tical situation analysis. The key aspect of the onboard assistance is a monitoring of the current
workload state of the crew as well as their current task activity. This information is fed back into
the automation system to generate assistance only if necessary, avoiding over-automation which
might break situational awareness of the crew.
Human-in-the-loop experiments with helicopter pilots were conducted in a full mission helicopter
simulator. Currently available missions in the simulator include a variety of material transport
missions, combat recovery, medevac, and time-critical extraction and insertion missions. The sim-
ulator is which is equipped with the above-mentioned assistance systems, including pilot obser-
vation equipment (real-time eye-tracking, physiological sensor to measure respiration, heart rate
and galvanic skin response) to estimate the mental state and activity of the crew.
Operational benefits resulting from additional capabilities provided by the deployment of UAVs
in a MUM-T scenario where demonstrated, resulting in very positive feedback from experienced
military pilots.
MUM-T introduced additional workload and various multi-disciplinary problems, that cannot be
neglected but require system (re-)design, leveraging sometime imperfect automation, working syn-
ergistically with human team members.
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Human functional state assessment research has employed neurological, physiological and behav-
ioral monitoring for several decades, but few real world applications have emerged in safety sys-
tems. For instance, physiological monitoring of flight crews is done experimentally, but is gener-
ally not available for normal operations despite safety incentives. This presentation will address
critical challenges in research and development of monitoring solutions, and how they can be over-
come. We will consider three applications: health monitoring in exploration class space mission
crews; vigilance monitoring in civilian commercial airline crews; and pilot state assessment in
military flight training.
The first critical challenge is the magnitude of required input. Multiple sensors are needed to cap-
ture a sufficient breadth of data to reliably document physiological state. Sensors must be robust,
reliable, easy to place, unobtrusive, and able to function safely in the operational environment. We
will show how systems can be implemented for the monitoring of vigilance of commercial crews.
The second challenge is signal integration. Following the capture of sufficient input, there must
be effective integration to contextualize changes in a complex and dynamic system. Any single
or related parameter can be influenced in complex ways, making meaningful analysis dependent
on high level integration. For example, blink rate and eyelid closure may be related to fatigue or
drowsiness, but light levels, local airflow, contaminants, and a host of other factors may also affect
them. Similarly, heart rate may be related to arousal or workload, but it may also be influenced
by a wide array of variables. We will demonstrate how trainees’ progression can be quantified
through the integration of complementary sensors in a military flight training scenario.
Meaningful interpretation requires both signal integration and strategies to overcome signal degra-
dation and/or partial loss of input. The inherent “distance” between sensors and concepts is a crit-
ical consideration in signal integration. Qualitative concepts such as fatigue, acute stress, and en-
gagement require assumptions, definitions, and relational matching to be operationally assessed.
The process of formalization allows for the establishment of boundaries and patterns to charac-
terize non-finite concepts. Proper pitch is essential, since both overly narrow and overly broad
boundaries will reduce the utility and validity in the operational environment.
Signal degradation and other input compromises can be mitigated through multilayered analy-
ses that include relational assessment of variable measures. We will illustrate this approach in a
solution developed for monitoring astronaut health during extended space missions. Critical pa-
rameter identification and definition is important for the development of shareable platforms. We
will discuss how this can be applied to physiological parameters and relations to help develop a
reference structure useful to industry, regulators, and academia.
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Drones steadily become a significant part of aviation, both in term of number of operations but also
the economic value of the market, not to mention the societal benefits. However, for the safest in-
tegration with the traditional aviation system, in order to mitigate both air and ground risks, some
equipment, tools, training and procedures regarding the operations of drones are required. This
project aims to improve existing tools and methods, as well as to implement and test new ones,
by adapting correctly from current knowledge and best practices in aviation. Another innovative
aspect of this project lies in the use of an iterative process between the different actors (end-user
or telepilot, operator, regulator), as already applied in the air traffic control framework, in order to
ensure that the study focuses on real situations and problems that occur in practice. The objective
is to investigate and study the human-system interactions to create a unified framework for the
design, certification and mission execution of a Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) or a drone fleet.
To answer this challenge, our research focuses on these interactions allowing to specify, verify
and apply a set of automatisms (e.g. drone trajectories computation and execution) as well as the
associated properties for long-distance flights. This unified approach will enable optimizing the
performance of the mission(s) in terms of planning, compliance with regulations, safety, security,
ergonomics, automation, recovery from failures, cost and time reduction etc.
First of all, in the present work, the state of the art on human-machine interactions for the de-
sign, certification and execution of drone missions is presented. This has been made possible by
an in-depth study of the literature on various topics. It includes a review of the Ground Control
Stations (GCS), safety and regulation for drones operations, UAS traffic management, trajectories
and automation. Then, in order to include the operator and the regulator in the process of prepara-
tion and execution of the mission, several meetings and observation sessions have been organized.
The analysis of these observations as well as the conversations with all stakeholders made it pos-
sible to raise the most important needs. A prototype has been developed, which is used for the
design of the interaction and that is improved after each meeting. It was indeed iteratively tested
by operators and built on the feedback to include new enhancements. After the description of this
prototype, the results are discussed, highlighting the shortcomings identified when establishing
the state of the art, and refining the perspectives of the project. The operators’ feedback on the
designed prototype are also summarized in these results. In a nutshell, the present work is the first
step of a thesis project that lies at the intersection of artificial intelligence, Human-System Inter-
action and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle operation. It aims at the optimization of drone operations,
from the design to the realization of the mission, including its certification.
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Many accident reports have stressed the fact that first officers sometimes follow risky choices
made by captains, resulting in the mitigation of flight safety. While this tendency is well known in
the field of aviation, few studies have examined the impact of captains’ influence on first officers’
decision-making and the associated neural correlates. The present study aimed to investigate the
extent to which first officers are influenced by captains when the latter adopt a risky behavior. Stu-
dent pilots who were about to complete their training participated in this study. In the first part of
the experiment, they were presented with 50 different landing situations (i.e., pictures of Primary
Flight Display, PFD). There were four types of landing situations: safe situations, moderate-risk
uncertain situations, high-risk uncertain situations and explicitly perilous situations – where a
landing would inevitably lead to an accident. In the first part of the experiment, participants were
asked to decide alone whether they wanted to continue to land or to go around. After the first
part of the experiment, an A380 captain of Air France entered the room to present himself after
being described by the experimenter as a great pilot with high flying experience and expertise.
After this hierarchy induction phase, the captain left the room and the participants were explained
that their task would be to decide whether to land or not as a crew this time. Participants were
presented with the same PFD situations as the first part and were once again asked to indicate
whether they would like to land or not, knowing that this “pre-choice” would not be communi-
cated to the captain. Afterwards, they received a feedback from the captain indicating whether he
wanted to land or not. The captain adopted a risky behavior consisting in trying to land in every
situation except the explicitly perilous situations. Participants were then presented again with the
PFD, their pre-choice and the captain’s choice and had the possibility to either validate their pre-
choice or change their decision, knowing that this time their decision would be communicated to
the captain. Preliminary behavioral results revealed that, overall, participants chose to land 15%
more frequently when making the decision with the captain than alone. This increase was mostly
explained by the increased risk taken by participants in both types of uncertain situations when
the captain was present. While electrophysiological data are still under analysis, we predict that
we may observe greater N200 amplitudes in response to the captain’s feedbacks when they are in
conflict with the participants compared to when they are not. The present study may enable to
develop new trainings for both student pilots and first officers to help them maintain their initial
safe decisions even when they are in contradiction with an experienced captain and improve flight
safety.
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During Human–computer interaction (HCI), human can distinguish his own actions from the ac-
tions caused by the system or an external event. This feeling is called “Sense of Agency” (SoA;
Gallagher, 2000). This form of self-awareness is important not only for motor control but also for
the ascription of causal responsibility and serves as a key motivational force for human behaviour.
Scientifically, the formation of the SoA is still questioned, but a consensus has been found by ex-
plaining this formation with a causal chain: “Intention – Action – Effect”. This representation
combines at the same time external and internal information occurring before and after perform-
ing the action. Unfortunately, increasing the level of automation could dramatically impact the
development of this experience of agency (Berberian and al, 2012) and in parallel the acceptability
of the system (Baron, 1988). These authors assumed that impairment in sense of agency during
interaction with highly automated system could reflect impairment in the causal chain. Indeed,
by increasing the complexity of the automated system, the intention of the system could become
difficult to follow, and its actions difficult to understand, a phenomenon called system opacity. In
this study, we aimed to clarify the role of system opacity and human operator involvement in the
selection of action in the development of the experience of agency. We have conducted a study
where the subjects interact with systems in uncertain situations, during an avoidance task. The
task is derived from the experimental paradigm Random Dot Kinematogram (RDK). The subjects
(n=44) had to avoid a cloud of dots, orienting slightly on the left or the right. All along the main
task, they were supported by two help systems, one returning his relative confidence for the two
directions and the other not. The level of automation varied, the subject could answer to the trial
on his own (free trial), or he had to follow the choice imposed by the system (forced trial). The
uncertainty also varied, by changing the visibility of the target cloud, so that the difficulty of the
situation changed on each trial. On each trial, implicit measurement of the SoA has been made
(Intentionnal Binding, Haggard, Clark & Kalogeras, 2002) as well as an explicit measure of the
metacognitive trust (refer to the capacity of the subject if they managed to avoid the cloud of dots).
Final, at the end of each block, the acceptability of each system was measured, by assessing two
dimensions linked to the acceptability (Van der Laan and al, 1997), the Satisfaction and the Use-
fulness. The main results revealed that reducing opacity of the system, by showing the relative
confidence for the two directions, enhances the SoA. This also impacts positively the global per-
formance, the metacognitive trust and the acceptability of the automated system, specifically one
dimension, the usefulness. Taken together, these results offer some good recommendations for
the conception of automated systems and, accordingly, avoid the subject to be Out of the Loop
(Endsley & Kiris, 1995) by increasing the SoA of human.
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Why do well selected, well trained, and well rested crews take actions that place normally func-
tioning aircraft into situations of crisis? To prepare for future enhancement and development in
aviation we must learn to understand and explain these events from a physiological as well as
functional cognitive process level. Mental fatigue is a psychobiological state caused by prolonged
periods of demanding cognitive activity. (Samuele M. Marcora, 2009)
Traditionally, we are externally focused. Flight crews are given systems, hardware, software and
procedures for operation. When problems arise the form of incidents, accidents, or other failures,
the fix is too often externally focused. Solutions tend to be reactive, looking back to solve prob-
lems with check list, procedure, or regulation changes. Crew Resource Management (CRM) and
Threat and Error Management (TEM) have been approached much in the same manner. This re-
search attempts to take a true human centric view by exploring the origin of response in the brain,
considering the nature of cognitive variability as affected by task loading. Our understanding of
cognition is based on how Human Factors (HF) theory, Task analysis and the dynamic influences
we face, integrate. Operational TEM and CRM depend on accurately understanding the expres-
sion of cognition. Fatigue is a hidden influence. It impacts all aspects of cognition. HF theory
that doesn’t account for it fails in predicting SA. Task Analysis that ignores it overloads the crew.
The dynamic nature of aviation is exacerbated by it. Do we consider the reality of the influence of
mental and physiological fatigue today in what we plan? Do we understand the level of variable
cognition expressed at an individual level? Do we effectively assess our crews to determine their
working memory capacity and through put?
Current research provides an ability to look at cognitive response from an inside out perspective.
A study by Van Dongen et al (2011) explored the impact of heavy task loading and performance
effectiveness. They and other studies describe degraded cognitive response as a result of heavy
task loading as mental fatigue . Significantly they postulate that task generated mental fatigue,
when overlaid on a sleep loss fatigued brain results in an exponential degradation of performance.
According to Möckel et al (2015) long lasting involvement in a cognitive task leads to deficits
in attention, working memory and action control. A study by Goel, et al (2014) suggests, mental
fatigue combined with sleep loss result in an exponential decrease is effectiveness. Faber et al (2012)
said that Mentally fatigued individuals were shown to have problems blocking out distracting
stimuli, leading to an increase in the number of errors. This study also discussed the inability to
ignore irrelevant information when mentally fatigued.
Mental fatigue can occur in short periods of time, can impact cognitive performance in multiple
ways and may affect motivation and perseverance. Continued focus and research needs to be ac-
complished that will clearly provide strategies for avoidance and mitigation of cognitive variability
among individuals and the danger of task loaded mental fatigue.
